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ABSTRACT

The nature and origin of the electrical activity of
the heart could not be understood fully due to the fact th-
at the underlying principle of bioelectric phenomenon rela-
ted with cardiac (heart) activity is a very complex one.-
The complexity arises due to many factors. The body in wh-
ich heart is situated is not a simple homogeneous medium,

Irather inhomogeneity arises in different parts of the body.
The potential recorded on the body surface due to cJrdiaC

Iactivity and its interpretation known as ECG plays In impo-
. i I

rtant role in clinical diagonsis. This diagonsis depends I
. ~ I

ion different pathologic condition and on large volume of

statistical data.

The ultimate goal of the study of electrocardiography
is to know the conditions of the heart under different cir-
cumstances. Keeping this in view many mathematical models
that may represent the electrical activity of the heart were

, •.•." .. '.p ,~

the various mathematical models considered so far.
knowledge of electrophysiology is a basic need for

developed. In this work an attempt has been made Ito study
I

Since I a
the undl-

erstanding of the electrical activity of biological system,
the electrical activity of different types of cells (espec-
ially cardiac muscles and cells) is reviewed.



Among the mathematical model of electrical activity
of the heart the most simple one is the dipole model. But
experimental evidence shows that this model is a crude

' . .-,. -~'.

one. So if a proper correction is made to dipole model
by introducing quadrupole and octopole terms, then it is
observed that this model to some extent resembles the act-
ual chara~teristic of the heart. Another proposed model

IlS the multiple dipole model. But the fact is that none
Iof these models developed is an exact one and these.models

are sUbjehted tb various limitations.
i I

I
;An experimental investigation ~as been carried out

in order to study the effect of blood flow constraint on
electrocardiographic records. It is seen from the experi-
mental data that there are noticeable changes namely in
heart beats, QRS complex amplitude and QT intervals. To
make these data useful as help to clinical diagonsis large
volume of data for different individuals at different pat-
hologic condition would be needed.,

;
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Chapter-1

Introduction:

Electrocardiography is concerned with the measurement and
interpretation of the time variation of potential at the surf-
ace of the body due to the electrical activity of the heart.
At any instant the system consists of some distribution of cu-
rrent dipole sources (the active cells in the heart) located
in a passive volume conductor (the remaining body tissue). Fr-

!om theoretical stand point the external effect of a source wi-
thin an arbitrary sphere that contains the heart. including

- I
all secondary effects which arise ' as a consequence of electr-

,
ical inhomogeneities such as intracavitary blood, can be repl-
aced by equivalent multipole source. This equivalence is with
respect to the region external to the arbitrary enclosing sph-
are. The present electrocardiographic practice is based on a
dipole re~resentation. The dipole is capable of yielding good
approximation of the body surface potenti~l has been shown by
Frank. However, othe~~-~~ve raised doubts that this simple
dipole model is t>a.t he.,.., inaccurate. Taccardi, Horan &

Brody and others have shown on a qualitative bas1is that nondi-I '
polar potentials do exist. So the cardiac actifity can be
best represented -by multipole expansion. In thilscase the no-,

ndipole terms in the multipole expansion provides a convenient
correction to the conventional heart source. In the represen-
tation of equivalent cardiac generator by summation of multip-
ole source, the surface potential distribution is considered
as the,sum of contributions from individual multipole fields.
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The dipole is the first term in the sum and can be measured
by orthogonal lead system. The quadrupole is the next term
in the series. If the surface potential distribution is
approximated by a dipole, then approximation is enhanced by
the addition of quadrupole.

A knowledge of electrical activity in individual cell
is the very basis towards the understanding of the complica-
ted phenomenon of the electrical activity of the heart.
Keeping this in view a description of the cell and its mem-
brarie, development of membrane potential, action potential

I
and itheir propagation through different types of muscle, is

i
given in Chapter 2.

Chapter 3 describes the physiology of cardiac (heart)
muscle and.the mechanical activity.of the .heart controlled
by the electrical activities of the different parts of the
heart.

In Chapter 4, the recordings of the body surface poten-
tial (known as electrocardiograms) and its nature of varia-

I
tio4 with time and process of such recording by attaching
diflerent leads on body, is described.

I
In Chapter 5. mathematical analysis of electrical acti-

vity of heart, is reviewed considering the heart as an elec-
trical source placed in homogenous medium. The case of inho-
mogeneity is also considered. The drawbacks of dipole

.- --7--.~---::-=-===.~-- ----
~ I -~'
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representation of heart and the multipole representation as
a correction to dipole representation is also discussed.

Chapter 6, contains a discussion on the experimental
results of the effect of blood flow constraint on electro-
cardiographic records.

!

I
As a concluding remark of the project in chapt~r 7.

I
a discussion on the limitations of electrocardiograptiy and

Ithe scope of magnetocardiography and the scope for further
I I

research in this field is given. I
I
I
I
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Chapter 2

Cell and its electrical activity

2.1.1 The cell and its function:

A cell may be defined as "a unit of biological activity
delimited by a semipermeable membrane and capable of self rep-
roduction in a medium free of other living system~n

Organisatioh of the cell:

A tYbiCal cell as seen by the electron microscope is
I

illustratedl~n Fig 1. Every cell contains a very prominent,
Spherical structJre, known as nucleus. Another major part of

: I
the cell is'cytoplasm. The nucleus is.separated from the cyto-

I
I

plasm by a nuclear membrane and the cytoplasm is separated from
I

the surrounding fluids by a cell membrane. The different subs-
tances that make up the cell are collectively called protoplasm.

Protoplasm:

All living cells are composed of protoplasm, a viscous
fluid consisting mostly of water and composed principally of
carbon, hydrogen " oxygen and nitrogen, although other elements

I

such as calcium, Ipotassium, sodium and sulfur are also present.
The protoplasm 04 nucleus is termed "nucleoplasm."

The concentration of inorganic compound in protoplasm is
very similar to that of the concentration in sea water. There
are also many organic compounds. The carbOh,ydrates range from
the simple sugars such as glucose and 'fructose, upto the very

--- --- '-=-- -_.==.:-..=..::::-
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complex molecules like glycogen. ",It also contains different
types of amino acids and numerous fatty acids. Protoplasm of
most animal cells contains about 80 percent water, 15 percent
protein, 3 percent fat, and 1 percent carbohydrate, with ele-
ctrolytes making up the remaining 1 percent.

2.1.2 Physical structure of the cell:
I

Besides the fluid land chemicals, cell contains highly
Iorganized physical structures called organelles. Some prin-
I

cipal organelles of the dell, are the cell membrane, nuclear, '

membrane, endoplasmic re~iculuJ, mitochondria lysosomes,
i ;

Golgi complex, centriole~, cilia and microtubules.

Cell membrane:

Essentially all physical structures of the cell are
lined by a membrane composed primarily of lipids and proteins.
The cell membrane is extremely thin and difficult to measure
in most cases. The thickness of the membrane is approximately
about 70 to 150Ao• Cell membranes appear to be a double layer
of fat molecules set between
about 8Ao in diameter pierce

The nucleus :

layers of protein.
membrane.

Pores

Most cells contain a small spherical mass which, beca-
use of its somewhat different consistency compared to the rest
of the protoplasm, is clearly seen in most preparations. This
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mass is termed the nucleus. It is surrounded by its own
membrane; the nuclear membrane. If the nucleus is removed
from a cell, the cell dies. This indicates that the cell
cytoplasm is dependent upon, and regulated by the nucleus.

The most important constituent of nucleus is nucleic
acid. There are two nucleic acids : deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA) and ribonucleic acid (RNA). They are vital to cell
replication in that they control the amino acid content and
arrangement in protein synthesized by the cell.

Endoplasmic reticulum
The endoplasmic reticulum forms a series of small can-

als through the cytoplasm. It is thought that various subs-
tances pass through these canals in moving from membrane to
nucleus. Closely associated with the membranes which line
the canals are tiny granuals termed micro somes. Because
they contain high concentration of RNA, they are often term-
ed as •'ribosomes. They are essential for protein synthesis.

Mitochondria:

inner membrane
about O.5)l and a length of about 1.5 J1 •
ia are enveloped by a double membrane. The

The mitochondria are seen to be relatively large str-
uctures dispersed about the cytoplasm having a diameter of

The mitochondr-

sends branches inward thus forming many connecting compart-
ments. The inside of the innerlayer and outside of the out-
er layer are covered with tiny granuals which measure not more

.-- -- -~-- ~--=-"'--===--= -
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than 50 to 60Ao and they playa major role in the function of
mitochondria.

Cells do many things and for all these activities energy
is required. The mitochondria have been termed the "principal
power plants of the cell". This energy is liberated in the
following way. The many infoldings of the inner membrane form
shelves onto which the oxydative enzymes of leachcell are att-

I
. Iached. In addition the inner cavity of the mitochondrion is

filled with a gel matrix containing large qJantities of disso-
I ene.pg~

Ived enzymes that are necessary for extractingAfrom nutrients.
Th t"" t" "th thl "dl t". ese enzymes opera e ~ aSSOCla lon Wl e OXl a lve enzymes

I '

Ion the shelves to cause oxidation of nutrients, there by form-
i

ing carbon dioxide and water. The liberated energy is used to
synthesize a high energy substance called adenosine-triphosphate
(ATP). ATP is then transported out of the mitochondrion, and is
diffused through out the cell to release its energy whereever it
is needed fbr performing cellular functions.

Golgi Complex: I

I
The Golgi complex (or apparatus) is a netw1rk of threads

in the cytoplasm of the cell and consists of I large,several app-
I

arently empty vacuoles surrounded by a membrane. The precise
function of this structure remains uncertain. It has been sugg-
ested that it is some sort of intracellular pump that regulates

the movement of fluids in the cell and the expulsion of secretory
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products from the cell. It may well be necessary for the
secretion of very large molecules by the cell. Recent evidence
indicates that the Golgi region is the site where carbohydrate
are linked to protein.

Centrosome:

In some cell the centrosome can be seen as ~ clear area
near the nucleus in which there is a very small granule, the
centriole. It is generally seen that the centriole is visual-
izediduring cell division.

!
IDuring cell division the centriole divides. The two prod-
!

ucts of this division then move away from one another until
they lie on either side of the cell with the nucleus between

,.'

them. The centrimose and the
role in cell division.

Lysosomes:

centrioles play an important

; In many cells, lysosomes can be identified as roughly
sphe~ical bodies about a half micron in diameter and they have

I
a fi~e granular makeup. The granules within lysosomes are app-

I
roxi~ately 75Ao in diameter.

Lysosomes apparently serve at least four functions :
(i) the digestion of large particle that enter the cell,
(ii) the digestion of intracellular substances,
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(iii) the digestion of cell itself,
(iv) the digestion of substance external to the cell.

Cilia and Flagella:

Some cells have hairlike processes capable of vibra-
tory or lashing movements. Numerous shot processes are term-
ed cilia. If there is a long t'aillike structure it is a:fla-

Igellum. Both cilia and flagella serve to propel the cel~s
Ithrough a fluid medium. But there are also ciliated cel~s

comprising stationary tissue, in which instance the cilila
serve to clean the surface.

2.1.3 Transnort through cell membrane:

The cell membrane is essentially a sheet of lipid mater-
ial, called lipid matrix and partially covered on each surface
by a layer of protein. A cell is surrounded by such a membrane.

The fluid inside ,cells of the body is called intracellu-
lar fluid and is different from that outside the cell called
extracellular fluid. The extracellular fluid circulates in the

I
space between the cells and also mixes freely through the cap1-
llary walls with the fluid of the blood. It is the extracellu- '\

I
lar fluid that supplies the cells with nutrients and other subs-
tances needed for cellular function. But before these substance
is utilized they must be transported through the cell membrane.

. -~
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( IS") •
The table 2.1 gives the representative composition of

both extracellular and intracellular fluids. It is noted that
extracellular fluid contains large quantities of sodium but
only small quantities of potassium. Exactly the opposite is
true of the intracellular fluid. Similar is the case with
other components also. These differences between the componen-
ts of the intracellular and extracellular fluids are extremely
important to theilife of the cell.

!Substan4es are transported through the cell membrane
by the two majorlprocelses, "diffusion" and "active transport".
Diffusion means ~he frie movement of substance in a random fa-
shion caused by ~he n01mal kinetic motion of'matter, where as

I
active transport Imeans movement of substance in chemical combi-
nation with carrier substance in the membrane and also movement
against an energy gradient such as from low concentration state
to a high concentration state, a process that requires chemical
energy to cause the movement.

Diffusion:
i

All the molec~les and ions in the body fluids, including
both water molecules ahd dissolved substance are in constant mo-

Ition,each particle moving its own separate way. The continual
movement of molecules among each other in liquids or in gas is
called diffusion.
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Table 2.1

Chemical compositions of extracellular and {ntrace-
llular fluids.

EXTRACELLULAR INTRACELLULAR
FLUID FLUID

Na+ 142 mEq/L 10 mEq/l

K+ 5 mEq/l 141 mEq/l

Ca++ 5 mEq/l 1 mEq/l

l'1 ++ 3 mEq/l 58 mEq/l19

Cl- 103 mEq/l 4 mEq/l

HC03 28 mEq/l 10 mEq/l

Phosphates 4 mEq/l 75 mEq/l

304- 1 mEq/l 2 mEq/l

Glucose 90 mgm.% 0 to 20 mgm.%

Amino acids 30 mgm.% 200 mgm.%?

Cholesterol
Phosphalipids 0.5 gm.% 2 to 95 gm.%
Neutral far

P02 35 m.m.Hg. 20 mm.Hg ?

PCO 46 mm.Hg 50 mm.Hg ?
2

.< pH 7.4 7.0

r.
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The rate of diffusion of a substance from one area to
another depends on the following factors.

(1) The greater the concentration difference, the greater is
the rate of diffusion,

(2) The less the molecular radius, the greater is the rate
of diffusion,

(3) The shorter the distFce, the greater is the rate,
(4) The greater the I • of the chamber in which('.ross-sectl.on

diffusion is taking I the greater is theplace rate of
I Idiffusion, ! I

i I
(5) At higher temperature the diffusion rate is higher.

Considering all the factors we can write,
(Concentration differenceXCross-sectional

Diffusion rate ~ area X Temperature)
(~olecular radius K Distance.)

Net Diffusion Through Cell Membrane & The Factors That Affect it:

A cell membrane is essentially a sheet of lipid material,
called lipid matrix, partially Icovered on each surface by a layer

I
1

of protein. The fluid on each side of the membrane are believed
I

to penetrate the protein portionlof the membrane with ease, but
the lipid portion of the membrane is an entirely different type
of fluid medium, acting as a limiting boundary between the extra-
cellular and a intracellular fluids.

1- . -- ._-- .---'------=""-=-~
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The two different methods by which the substances can
diffuse through the membrane are : (a) by becoming dissolved
in the lipid and diffusing through it in the same way that
diffusion occurs in water or (b) by diffusing through minute
pores that pass directly through the membrane at wide inter-
vals over its surface.

It is noted that the substance that diffuse in one di-
rection can also diffuse in othkr direction.

IIt is not the total quantity of!substance diffusing in
I I .

both directions through the cell membrane that is important
I '

to the cell but instead the 'net quan~ity' diffusing either
I
Iinto or out of the cell. !

The following factors determine the net diffusion of
substance: Permeability of the membrane, concentration diffe-
rence of the substance across the membrane, the electrical
potential difference across the membrane and the pressure
difference across the membrane.

a)

rate
tion

Permeability: The permeability ban be defined as the
I

of transport through the membr~e for a given concentra-
difference. The permeability o~ membrane is not constant

under different condition. For instance excess calcium in the
extra cellular fluid causes the permeability to decrease and
diminished calcium causes considerably increased permeability.
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(b) Effect of Concentration Difference:

Let C1 and C2 be the concentration of substance in out-
side and inside of the membrane. The diffusion of substance
from outside to inside depends on C1 and those from inside
to outside depends on C2• If 01 is greater than there will
be a net diffusion from outside to the inside of the cell
(Fig. 2.2 ).30 we can write,

,-,

Net diffusion

~.".

where P is the permeability of the membrane.

(c) Effect of an Electrical Potential Difference:

If an electrical potential difference is applied across
the membrane, ions because of their electrical charges will
move through the membrane even though no concentration differ-
ence exists to cause their movement. In the fig (2.3 ) there
is equal concentration of negative charges in inside and out-
side the membrane. If an electrical potential difference is
applied with inside positive and outside negative polarity
then negative ions from outside will be repelled by its nega-
tive polarity of the applied field and at the same time will
be attracted towards inside due to the positive polarity of
the applied field. After some time the concentration of ions
will be greater in inside of the membrane. The developed co-
ncentra~ion difference tends to cause the movement of ions
towards outside which is opposite to that of due to the
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electrical potential applied across the field. When the con-
centration difference rises high enough, the two effect exac-
tly balances each other.

Cd) Effect of Pressure Difference:

At times considerable pressure difference develops bet-
ween two sides of the membrane. This occurs, ,for instance, at
the capillary membrane, which has a pressure approximately 23mm

I

Hg greater inside the capillary than outside.! In this case inc-
reased amount of energy is available to causelnet m~vement of
molecules from the high pressure side towards the Ibwpressure

mem1brane•.side thereby causing a net diffusion through the
I,

Net Movement of Water Across Cell Membrane:

The most abundant substance to diffuse through the cell
membrane is water. Usually enough water ordinarily diffuse
through cell membrane per second in each direction which is
100 times the volume of the cell itself. Normally the amount
that diffuses in two directions is so precisely balanced that
not even the slightest net movement of water occurs:.Therefore
volume of the cell remains constant. However, undeircertain
condidtions, a concentration difference of water c~ develop

I
across the membrane, just as concentration differences for
other substance can also occur. When this happens, net moveme-
nt of water does occur across the membrane of the cell, causing
the cell either to swell or to shrink, depending on the direction



Conversely, other substances

But it is seen that no substance can diffuse

•
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of net movemen~. This process of net movement of water caused
by concentration difference is called "Osmosis".

Active Transport:

From the data given in table 2.1 it is seen that concen-
tration of potassium in extracellular fluid is very low and its
concentration in intracellular fluid is very high yet there is
a continuous transportation of patassium from outside of the

Icell towards inside of the cell.
i

frequently enter the cell and must be removed even though their
!, ,

concenhratio~s inside are far less than outside. This is true
I i

of sodium ions.
i

against a concentration gradient or "uphill". To cause movemEnt
i

of substance uphill, energy must be imparted to the substance.
When there is movement of molecules through membrane against a
concentration gradient (or uphill against an electrical or pre-
ssure gradient) the process is called "active transport". Among
the different substances that are actively transported through
the cell membranes are sodium ions, potassium ions, calcium ions,
iron ions, h~drogen ions, Chloride ions, iodide ions, urate ions,

i .
several diffrrent sugars and amino acids.

Basic Mechanism of Active Transport:

The mechanism of active transport is believed to be similar
for all substances and to be dependent on transport by carriers.

Fig. 2.4 iliustrates the basic mechanism, showing a substance S

- -- -.-----_._'...=-- ..=--==--::.::._'-=-::-.:;..._.
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entering the outside surface of the membrane where it combines
with carrier C. At the inside surface of the membrane, S sepa-
rates from the carrier and is released to the inside of the cell.
C then moves back to the outside to pickup more S.

Here the energy is imparted to the system incourse of the
transport, so that transport can occur against a concentration
gradient (or against an electrical or pressure gradient). It is
supposed that the carrier has a natural affinity for t~e substa-
nce to be transported so that at the outer surface of the membr-

Ianme the carrier and the substance readily combine. T~en the
I 1

combination of the two diffuse through the membrane to1the inner
surface. Here an enzyme-catalyzed reaction occurs, utilizing
energy from ATP to split the substance away from the carrier.
But the released substance, being insoluble in the membrane, can
not diffuse backward through the lipid matrix of the memhrane.
Therefore it is released to the inside of the membrane while the
carrier alone diffuse back to the outside surface to transport
still another molecule of substance in the inward direction.

Active Transport of Sodium and Potassium: i
I

From the table 2.1 it is seen that the sodium concentJa-
• 1

tOt .d th 11' h' h . .. th .t I10n ou S1 e e ce 1S very 19 1n compar1son W1 1 S concen-
tration inside, and the converse is true for potassium. Sodium
and potassium ions are positively charged ions and for this reas-
on they can pass through cell membrane with extreme difficulty
whereas negatively charged ions can pass through the cell membrane
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FI~' 2.4. BASIC MECHANISM 0 F

ACTIVE TRANSPOltT

F,~. 2.'S. t'OSTI!LA"lEb tJlEC.l\-ANISM

Fof<. "C.TI\lE TRA!'iSjOORT C F SOblliM

Ato<C POTAsSIUM.
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pores much more easily. So minute qu~tities of sodium and
potassium can diffuse through the pores of the cell. If such
diffusion should take place over a long period of time, the
concentration of the two ions would eventually become equal
inside and outside the cell unless there were some means
to remove the sodium from the inside and to transport pota-
ssium back in.

Furtunately, a systeml for active'transport of sodium
and potassium is present prbbablY in all cells of the body.
The mechanism is illustrateh in tle Fig 2.5 which shows sodi-

I I
um (Na) inside the cell combinin~ with carrier Y at the membr-

. !
!ane surface to form a large: quantities of the combination Na Y.

This then moves to the outersurface where sodium is released
and carrier Y changes its chemical composition slightly to be-
come carrier X. This carrier then combines with potassium K to
form KX, which moves to the inner surface of the membrane where
energy is provided to split K from X under the influence of en-
zyme ATPase, the energy being derived from Mg-ATP. At the same
time carrier X is reconverted into Y, which transports a new
sodium ion to the.exterior, the 1YCle continuing indefinitely.
The transport mechanism state above is believed to be more eff-
ective in transporting sodium thJn in transporting potassium,
usually transporting one to three sodium ions for eyery one po-
tassium ions. The carrier is probably a lipoprotein and it is
likely that this same lipo-protein molecules acts as the enzyme
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ATPase to release the energy required for transport. The
sodium transport mechanism is called the sodium pump.

2.2 Membrane Potential :

One of the characteristic property of the cell membrane
is its ability to maintain an unequal distribution of ions be-
tween the inside and outsideV~he cell. This creates a potential,
difference between the two areas. Because this potential derives
from the membrane characteristict it is termed the membrane pote-
ntial.

The two basic means by which membrane potentials can deve-
lop are : (1) active transport of ions through the membrane thus

creating an imbalance of negative and positive charges on the
two sides of the membrane and (2) diffusion of ions through the
membrane as a result of a concentration difference between two
sides of the membranet this also creating an imbalance of charges.

2.2.1 Membrane Potentials caused by active transport:

Fig 2.6 {llustrate the process how active transport can
create a membrane potential. In this figure equal concentrations
of anionst which are negatively chargedt are present both inside
and outside the nerve fiber However the "Sodium pump" has trans-
ported some of the positively charged sodium ions to the exterior
of the fiber. Thus more negatively charged anions than positively

'.
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charged sodium ions remain inside the nerve fiber causing
negativity on the inside of the fiber. On the other hand,
outside the fiber there are more positively charged sodium
ions than negatively charged anions, thus causing positivity
outside the fiber. A pump such as this, which causes the de-
velopment of a membrane potential, is called an electrogenic
pump.

and ~uscle cell~ potassium is pumped
time that sodium liS pumped outjusually
as much sodium a~ potassium is pumped.

, ! I
, I

2.2.2 Membrane Potentials caused by "Diffusion":

Fig 2.6 illustrate the nerve fiber tinder another condition
in which the permeability of membrane to sodium has increased so
much that diffusion of sodium through the membrane is now greater
in comparison with the transport of sodium 'by active transport.
Since sodium and anion concentrations are great outside the cell
and slight inside, the positively charged sodium ions now move
rapidly to the inside of the membrane, leaving an excess of nega-

creating an excess of rositive charges

IWhen a concentration difference of ions across a membrane
causes diffusion of ions through the membrane, thus creating a
membrane potential, the magnitude of the potential is determined
by the following equation. At body temperature(3SoC) potential
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is determined from the following formula :

EMF (in millivolts) = 61 10g10 Concentration inside ••(1)
Concentration outside

This equation is called Nernst equation.

However, two conditions are necessary for a membrane
potential to develop as a result of diffusion: (1) The membra-
,ne must be semipermeable, allowing ions of one charge to diffu-,
ise through the pores more easily than ions of opposite charge.
~2) T~e concentration of the diffussible ions must be greater
, I

pn on~ side of the membrane than on the other side.

•• (2)...

be used to evaluate the poten-

Pk(C~)o + PNa(CNa)o+ PCl(CCl)iIn~ _

Pk(Ck)i

media ,the,
~. !lI~al. I

IRT
V= F

potassium, sodium, and chloride),
(1)following equation' may

I 'When a membrane is permeable to several different ions,
,the diffusion potential that will develop depends on the foll-
owing three factors : (1) the polarity of the electrical charge
of each ion (2) the permeability of membrane (P) to each ion
and (3) the concentration of the respective ions on the two sides
of the membrane. Then, for ions of biological interest(namely,

in the intra- and extracellular

where P is the permeability coefficient and C denotes the concen-
tration of each of the ions inside and outside the membrane •

. "__ . . - _-=.-=-=-==-....:0:-.::.=-
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The term R = kL, is known as gas constant and L is the Avo_
-gadros number and F = eL, where F is the Faraday and e is

the electronic charge and k is the Boltzmann's constant.

2.2.3 Origin of the cell membrane potential:

In order to explain the origin of the cell membrane
potential the following basic facts need to be understood.

(a) The nerve membrane is endowed with a sodium pump land
a potassium pump, sodium being pumped to the exterior add
potassium to the interrior.'

(b) The resting nerve membrane is normally 50 to 100 ,times
as permeable to potassium as to sodium. Therefore potassium
diffuses with relative ease through the resting membrane,
where as sodium diffuses only with difficulty.

(c) Inside the nerve fibre and large numbers of anions
(negatively charged) that cannot diffuse through the nerve
membrane at all or that diffuses very poorly. These anions
include especially organic phosphate ions, sulphate ions and
protein ions.

Now considering the above facts the formation of membr-
ane potential is as follows:

First sodium is pumped to the outside of the fiber, while
potassium is pumped to the inside. However, because two to five
sodium ions are pumped out of the fiber for every potassium ion
that is pumped in, more positive ions are continually pumped
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out of the fiber than into it. Since most of the anions inside
the fiber are nondiffusible, the negative charges remain inside
the nerve fiber so that the inside of the fiber is electronega-
tive, while the outside becomes electropositive. It is illust-
rated in the fig 2.7 • As progessively more sodium ions are pu-
mped out of the nerve fiber, they begion to diffuse back into
the nerve fiber because of the fact that a sodium concentration
gradient develops from the outside of the fiber toward the ins-
ide and a:negative membrane potential develops inside the fiber,
and attrabts the positively charged sodium ions inward. Eventu-

! .ally there com~s a point at which inward diffusion equals the
, I

outward pUmpin~ by the sodium pump. ,When this occurs, the pump
has reached its maximum capability to cause net transfer of so-
dium ions'to the outside. This occurs when sodium ion concent-
ration inside the nerve fiber falls to about 10 mEq/1 (in cont-
rast to 142 mEq/l in extracellular fluid) and membrane potential
inside the fiber falls to approximately -85 millivolts. Therefore
-85 mv is also the resting potential of the nerve membrane.

2.2.4 The Action Potential:
I

So long las the membrane of the nerve fiber remains comple-
tely undisturbed, the membrane potential remains approximately

I
-85 millivolts which is called the resting potential. However,
any factor that sudden~increases the permeability of the memb-
rane to sodium is likely to elicit a sequence of rapid changes
in membrane potential lasting a minute fraction of a second,

-- ---------'-=---==-=::-_:""-=--'----
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followed immediately there after by a return of membrane
potential to its resting value. This sequence of change in
potential is called the "action potential".

The factors that can elicit an action potential are
electrical stimulation of membrane, application of chemicals
to the membrane to cause increased permeability to sodium,
mechanical damage of the membrane, heat, cold or almost any
other factor that momentarily disturbs the normal resting
state of the membrane.

Depolarization and Repolarization:

The action potential occurs in two separate stage ca-
lled depolarization and repolarization which may be explained

from the figtrre 2.8. Fig. 2.8a illustrate the resting state
of the membrane with negativity inside and posivivity outside.
When the permeability of the membrane pores to sodium ions
suddenly increases, many of the sodium ions yush to the inside
of the fiber, carrying enough positive charges to the inside
to cause complete disappearence of the normal resting potential
and usually enough positive charges accumulates actually to dev-
elop a positive state inside the fiber instead of normal negati-
ve state, as illustrate in Fig 2.8b. This positive state inside
the fiber is called the reversal potential. This changes in po-
tential is also known as depolarization.
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Almost immediately after depolarization takes place,
the pores of the membrane again., becomes almost totally imp-
ermeable to sodium ions. Because of this the positive revers-
al potential inside the fiber disappears, and the normal res-
ting membrane potential returns. This is called repolarizat-
ion. (Fig 2.8c)

The action potential is caused by a sequence of changes
in the membrane permeability for sodium and potassium. The
first event is a tremendous increase in sodium permeability.
Because of the very high concentration of sodium outside the
fiber, sodium ions now diffuse rapidly to the inside, carry-
ing positive ch~rges and changing the inside electrical pote-
ntial from negativity to positivity.

The second event is an increase in potassium permeability
coupled with simultaneous decrease of the sodium permeability
back to normal. This allows large quantities of positively ch-
arged potassium ions to diffuse out of the fiber, a diffusion
which returns the inside membrane potential back to its negati-
ve resting level.

The third even is a decrease of the potassium permeability
back to normal.

The fourth event is active transport of sodium backout of
the nerve fiber and, concurrently, both active transport and di-
ffusion of potassium ions back into the nerve fiber, thus re-es-
tablishing the original state of the fiber.
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Propagation of action potential:

The concept just outlined emphasizes that to initiate an
action potential there must be sufficient alteration of the me-
mbrane so as to permit, the inward diffusion of sodium. If this
alteration is adequate, a sequence is started which produces a
hrief reversal in the membrane potential. The outside of the
cell becomes negative in relation to the inside. But the ent-

Iire cell does not participate in these changes simultaneously.
The changes first occur at the point of stimulat~on. In that
area the outside of the membrane becomes negativk whilleconti-

I Iguo1isareas of the membrane are still positive (Fig 2.:9). The
i I

positive charges are therefore attracted to the negative ones.
This area of the negative charges is said to be a sink into
which the positive charges flow. The removal of positive cha-
rges reduces the potential difference of the two sides of the
membrane at that point. That is the resting potential at that
point is less negative; therefore, permeability increases and
sodium quickly moves in. This part of the membrane then unde-

_rgoes polarity reversal and the outside becomes negative. The
Isequence is now reday to be repeated. Accordingly th4re results

a progressive series of action potentials which move ~n the both
direction along the neurons from the point of stimulaJion. The
action potential so generated constitute what is termed the im-
pulse.

...• ,-_.-
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Direction of Propagation:

It is now obvious that an excitable membrane has no sin-
gle direction of propagation, but that the impulse can travel
in both directions away from the stimulus and even along all
the branches of a nerve fiber-until the entire membrane has
become depolarized.

The All-or-Nothing Principle:

Once an action potential has been elicited at any point
on the membrane of a normal fiber, the depolarization process
will travel over the entire membr~ne. This is called the all
or nothing principle and it applies to all normal excitable
tissues. Occasionally when a fiber is in an abnormal state
the impulse will reach a point on the membrane at which the
action potential does not generate sufficient voltage to sti-
mulate the adjacent area of the membrane. when this occurs the
spread of depolarization stops. Therefore, for normal propag-
ation of an impulse to occur, the ratio of action potential to
the 'threshold' for excitation, called safety factor must be
greater than unity.

Propagation of Repolarization:

Repolarization normally occurs first at the point of ori-
ginal stimulus and then progressively along the membrane, movi-
ng in the same direction that depolarization had previously
spread.
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The Spike Potential and the After potential:

The figure (2.10) illustrates an action potential with
a much slower time scale.

The Spike Potential:

The initial very large change in membrane potential shown
I

in figure is calledlthe spike potential.
spike potential is ~bout 0.4 millisecond. The spike potential

Iis also known as nerve impulse.
I II II .The negative after-potential:

At the termination of the spike potential, the membrane
potential fails to return all the way to its resting level for
another few millisconds. This is called negative after poten-
tial.

The Positive after-potential:

Once the membrane potential has turned to its resting
value, it becomes a littlb more negative than its normal rest-

I
ing value; this excess ne~ativity is called the positive after
potential. I

Plateau in the Action Potential:

In some instances the excitable membrane does not repol-
arize immediately after depolarization, but, instead,. the pot-
ential remains on a Plateau near the spike sometimes for many
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milliseconds before repolarization begins. Such plateau is il-
lustrated in the fig. 2.11.

Special Aspect of Impulse Transmission in nerve:

So far we have discussed about the propagation of action
potential is valid for unmyelinated nerve fiber. But if there
is myelin the situation is some what different. The myeline
acts as insulator but this insulation is broken at the nodes
of Ranvier. Accordingly the positive charges flow from one
node over the myelin to the next node when that node becomes
negative. Because the charge leap from node to node, this.
form of propagation is termed saltatory propagation, saltatory
means dancing.(Fig. 2.1~).

Excitability Threshold:

During the period of time required for the upswing of
the spike potential, the cell will not re8pond to another sti-
mulus no matter how intense. This is an "absolute refractory
period". The duration is of about O.4mSec in mammalian nerve
cell. It is followed by "relative refractory period" during
which an above threshold stimulus will evoke a response. There
is then a sudden reversal of excitability. During the period
of negative after-potential the excitability threshold is lower
than normal so that, at this time, the nerve cell may be more
easily activated. Another reversal occurs during the positive
after-poten~ial period in which the excitability threshold is

------===_.~-
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once agains higher than normal.

The absolute refractory period limits the number of
impulses that can be propagated per unit time, that is; the
frequency of response. If the nerve cell has an absolute
refractory period of 0.4 mSec then the maximum impulse freq-
uency can not exceed 2500/Sec.

Velocity of Propagation:

The velocity at which a nerve cell propagates an impul-
se is a function of its diameter. The fiber of grea~est diam-
eter have been ~ound to propagate impulses at a velocity of
up to 150 m/Sec. Very small mammalian nerve cells have a
propagation velocity of less than 1m/sec. In mammalian car-
diac muscle the impulse propagates a approximately 0.5m/Sec.

Chronaxie:

The chronaxie is a measure of the irritability of the
cell. Irritability means the ability to respond to a change
in the environment. Typical responses are the propagation of
an impulse in a nerve, iontraction of a muscle, or secretion
of a gland. ~he chronaxie can thus be used to compare the
responsiveness of various cells and it proves more satisfact-
ory to use action potential as an indication of response.

In order to calculate the chronaxie, a excitability cur-
ve is constructed for a nerve fiber as shown in the figure 2.~3.

~---_.~--==~--=-""::..-.:::.:=_.
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To obtain the curve a high voltage stimulus (4 Volt, in this
instance) is first applied to the fiber and the minimum dura-
tion of stimulus required to excite the fiber is found. The
voltage and minimal time are plotted as point A. Then a sti-
mulus of 3 volt is applied and the minimal time required is
again determined, the results are plotted as point B. The
same is repleated at 2 volts. 1 volts, 0.5 volts and so forth

,

until the l~ast voltage possible at which the membrane is sti-
I

mulated,hasibeen reached. On connection of these points, the
Iexcitability curve is determined. It can be seen that the we-
, '

aker the stimulusl the longer it must act on the cell in order
I I, ,

to evoke re~ponseL The least possible 'voltage at which the
,

fiber will fire is called the "rheobase" and the time required
for this least voltage to stimulate the fiber is called the
"utilization time". Then, if the voltage is increased to twice
the rheobase voltage the time required to stimulate the fiber
is the chronaxie.

Diphasic and Monophasic Action Potential:
IIf tworeco~ding electrodes are placed upon the surface
I

of a nerve cell (~s sho-wnin the fig. 2.14) which is then. sti-
mulated to propag~te an impulse, the resulting recording will
be a diphasic action potential. That is to say, there is a
deflection in one direction when the area under the one elec-

trode is depolarized, and then there is a deflection in the op-
posite direction when the ar~under the 2nd electrode becomes
depolarized. By the time the depolarization under the second

_ .. ~ ~_-..:.....==--~~C_ -.:.--.,---
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•

electrode occurs, the area under the first is repolarized,
resulting in a deflection in the opposite direction. However,
when the impulse is between the electrodes, both areas have

"' the same polarity and thus there is no deflection. It is
often desired to eliminate the second deflection and the
potential so recorded is known as monophasie action potential.
This can be achieved in at least 3 ways: (1) With one elect-
rode inside and the other on th~ outside of the membrane, a

isingle deflection from the rest~Dg position will result when
Ithe membrane is depolarized; (2) With the two electrodes on

the surface of the nerve and an !area between the two electro-! I

des blocked by an anesthetic or 'by injury and(3) With one of
the electrodes on an injured area.

2.2.5 Types of Muscle and Their Action Potential:

There are three types of muscle such as skeletal muscle,
smooth muscle and cardiac muscle. A muscle basically consists
of numerous individual fiber (cell) that are arranged parallel

Ito one another. In higher animal forms, the ability to change
I

position is solely the function skele~al muscle. But muscle
. Iis also vital for other purpose. Cardiac muscle serves to pump

the blood through the circulatory system. Smooth muscle is
essential to bladder contaction, to the regulation of the size
of the pupil of the eye, to activity of the gastrointestinal
tract, as well as to many visceral function.
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'Skeletal Muscle:

Skeletal muscle is generally excited by direct stimula-
tion; it rarely contracts spontaneonsly as smooth and cardiac
muscle do. In the intact organism excitation of skeletal mus-
cle is under the control of the nervous system. In man, for
example, hundreds of nerve fibers innervate each muscle. Usu-
ally the nerve fiber arborize into many branches, each of whi-
ch terminates on an individu~l muscle fiber. All of the musc-
le fibers thus controlled by a single neuron (nerve cell)cons-
titute one motor unit. There is no protoplasmic continuity
between the neuron and the muscle fiber. There remains a poten-
tial space between the two cell membranes called the myoneural
junction.

When the impulse propagated by the neuron reaches the end
of the motor neuron, acctylcholine is liberated which alters
the end-plate potential so as to give rise to an action poten-
tial. The fig (2.1'5) shOvISthe typical response of skeletal
muscle. Two significant event occurs: there is an action pot-
ential, and the muscle cantracts. It is to be noted that the
action potential occurs first and only about 2mSec after the
muscle is stimulated does it begin to contract. This delay
is termed the "Latent Period".

Cardiac I"lUscle:

The most characteristic aspect of cardiac muscle is that
it possesses inherent rhythmicity. A detail discussion is
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presented in next chapter~

The action potential associated with the contraction of
cardiac muscle.differs considerably from those recorded from
nerve and skeletal muscle. In figure 2.1b. the action poten-
tial recorded from cardiac muscle is seen to be very prolonged.
During activation there is a typical rapid upswing of the spike,
an over shoot, _, then the process of repolarization begins.

Smooth Muscle:

The physiology oflthe smooth muscle is very inadequately
understood. The action potential associated with contraction of
smooth muscle varies from moment to moment and muscle to muscle.

!

In some smooth muscle the action potential resembles that of a
skeletal muscle in that there is rapid repolarization. In others,
the action potential more nearly resembles that of a cardiac mu-
scle. In addition resting potential also varies greatly. ~uite
often a progressive change in resting potential is noted between
contractions. In figure (2.17) it is to be noted that followng
repolarization there iSla slow depolarization which is culmina-

Ited by the onset of theiaction potential. This preliminary slow
,depolarization is termelias "prepotential".
I

Smooth muscle contracts spontaneously. Prepotentials app-
ear to be characteristic of all muscle that contracts spontaneo-
usly.
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For example, a specific area of the heart has this property;
the part which initiates the beat. Accordingly, it is refe-
rred to as the "pacemaker". If action-potentials are recorded
from this area, typical prepotentials are seen to be present,
where as action potentials from other areas of the heart donot
show them.

.- . - - -- -- -- ~------------_.-
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Chapter 3

HEART MUSCLE; HEART AS A PUMP

The heart is a pulsatile, four chamber pump composed of
two atria and two ventricles. The atria functions principally
as entryways to the ventricles, but they also pump weakly to
help move the blood on through the atria into ventricles. The
ventricles supply the main force that
the lungs and through the peripherial

3.1.1 Physiology-of Cardiac Muscle:

propels blood through
,

. I 1c~rpu atory system.
i
i

i

The heart is composed of three major types of cardiac
muscle. Normally a muscle consists of numerous individual
fibers (cells) that are arranged parallel to one another. The
types of cardiac muscles are : atrial muscle, ventricular mus-
cle and specialized excitatory and conductive muscle fibers.
The atrial and ventricular muscle contract in same manner as
skeletal muscle fibers. On the other hand the specialized
excitatory and conductive fibers contract only feebly because
they contain few contractile fibrils; instead they provide an,

Iexcitatory system for heart and a transmission isystem for rapid
conduction of impulses through out the heart. I

Cardiac muscle is similar structurally, in same ways, to
skeletal muscle. For years cardiac muscle was described as be-
ing a syncytium. That is protoplasmic continuty was thought to
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exist between the individual fibers. Electron microscopy,
however, fails to support this conclusion. Practically all
of the fibers are seen to be surrounded by a membrane and
seemingly well insulated from contiguous ones. It remains
a fact that even though cardiac muscle not be a syncytium,
it contracts as one expec~a syncytal muscle to contract.
For example, in skeletal muscle individual fibers may cont-
ract while neighboring ones remain quiescent. In cardiac
muscle this does not normally occur. Stimulation of any part
of cardiac muscle generally causes all of the fibers to con-
tract. Thus graded response is not possible. In skeletal
muscle the individual fibers exhibit all -or- none prin-
ciple; in cardiac muscle the entire muscle responds in this
way.

Characteristic of cardiac muscle is the presence of
intercalated discs (Fig. 3.1). These are thickened and tor-
tuous me~brane which usually cross the muscle in a stepwise
manner. It is thought likely that intracellular current is
transferred from one cardiac muscle to another at the inter-
calated discs. Thus, even though cardiac muscle is not now

.considered to be a syncytium, it probably acts like one beca-
use of ease of the spread of current from cell to cell at the
site of the discs.

So the heart may be thought to be composed of two sepe-
rate functional syncytiums, the atrial syncytium and ventricu-
lar syscytium. These are separated from each other by the fibrous
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tissue surrounding the valvular rings, but an action potential
can be conducl;ed from atrial syncytil'J1linto ventricular syncytium
by way of a specialized conductive system, the A-V bundle.

3.1.2 Allor Nothing Principle as Applied to Heart:

The stimulation of any single atrial muscle fiber causes
the action potential to travel over-the entire artrial mass and
similarly, stimulation of any single ventricular fiber causes
excitation of the entire ventricular muscle mass. If A_V bun-

also from the atriaaction potential passes
I

but becaute the cardiac muscle fibers .Ct'f-le lnteP_
I

connected with each other, tre al~or none_principle applies to
I I

the entire functional syncytium of'the heart rather than to sin-

dle is intact, the
to the ventricles,

gle fiber.

3.1.3 Action Potential 'in Cardiac Muscie:

The resting membrane potential of a normal cardiac muscle
is ap'proximately-SO to-85 mV and approximately -90 to -100 milli-
volt in the specialized conductive fibers, -l-' (.,... " '" • ' ...•• -vne rurKlnJe ':'~Ders.

Because of its change of

means that the membrane
negative value to a sligh-

The action potential record~d in
I

in Fig.3.2 is 90 to 105 millivot Jhich
potential rises from its nOrmallylve~

Itly positive value of about +20 mY.

the cardiac muscle, shown.

potential from negative to positive, the positive portion is call-
ed the reversal potential.

- ----~--
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Cardiac muscle has a peculiar type of action potential.
After initial spike the membrane remains depolarized for 0.15
to 0.3 Seconds exhibiting a plateau, followed at the end of the
plateau by abrupt repolarization. The presence of this plateau
in the action potential causes the action potential to last 20
to 50 times as long in cardiac muscle as in skeletal muscle
and causes a correspondingly increased period of contraction.

3.1.4 Contraction of Cardiac Muscle:

When the action potential travels over the muscle, it
also causes flow of action potential to the iJterior of the

i i
fiber by the way of T tubules. This T tubule~ action potenti-,
als in turn, are believe to cause release of calcium ions which
diffuses rapidly into the myo-fibrils and there catalyzed the
chemical reactions that promote sliding of actin and myosin
filaments along each other : thus inturn produces the muscle
contraction. Immediately after the action potential is over
the calcium ions are transported back into the longitudinal
tubules of the sarcoplasmic reticulum, so that within few milli-
seconds the density of the released calcium ions around the
myofibrils falls below that needed to maintain
a result, the muscle relaxes.

3.1.5 The Cardiac Cycle:

,,
contraction, as

I

I
I

The period from the end of one heart contraction to the
end of the next is called the cardiac cycle. The cardiac cycle
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consists of a period of relaxation called diastole followed by
a period of contraction called systole.

3.2 Rhythmic Excitation of the Heart:

3.2.1 Mechanical Activity of the Heart:

Figure(3.3) illustrates the major anatomical parts of inter-
estofffiehumanheart. Blood is returned to the heart through the
inferior and superior venae cavae where it enters the right atria
eRA). The blood then flows into the right ventricle (RV) from
which it is forced into the lungs, oxygenated, and then returned
to the left atria (LA). From there, it enters the left ventricle
( LV), where-upon the fresh blood is then forced back into the
system through the aorta.

The physical activity of the heart is rhythemic and consists
of the following recognized intervals:(1)

1. Diastasis: This corresponds to the end of the main pressure
pulse in the system. The atrioventricular valves (tricuspid &
mitral valves) have been open for sometime and all chembers have
filled with blood. This cond~tion may be thought of as the ini-
tial or resting state of the heart.

2. Atrial Contraction: Diastasis ends with the beginning of
atrial contraction. This causes only a relatively slight rise
in intra.atrial pressure. The ventricular volume and pressure in-
creases as a result of the entrance of blood from the atria.
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3. Ventricular Isometric contraction: The first phase for
ventricular contraction corresponds to an increase in pressure
but not in volume. The increase in pressure closes the AV valvest

hence preventing the initial change in volume. At the outset of
ventricular contractiont the pressure in the discharge vessel
of the right ventricle (pulmonary artery) is 7 romHgt while that
in the aorta ( the artery carrying blood from left ventricle) is
80 mID. The aortic and pulmonary val~es remain closed until a

up to a value which exceeds

sufficient pressure is

Ventricular Ejection:

built iup.
i
I

iotllen
I

~hat
I
I

the ventricular pressure buildsI .
i~ the aorta, the aortic valve

I
I

left ventricle rapidly discharges blood through theopens and the

4.

aorta into the system. A pedk pressure of about 125 mID Hg. is
reached. After the major portion of ejection, the ventricular
muscle fibers are shortened and can no longer contract forcefully.
The ventricular and aortic pressures begins to drop.

5. Isometric Rel~xation: When ventricular pressure falls suff-
iciently the aortic and pulmonary pressures exceed that within

Ithe chembers and the aortic and pulmonary valves close. At this
I

point ejection ceases. As the vent:hcle continues to relax, the
I

pressure falls still further; but *hile the pressure exceeds that
in the atria no exit is provided for tapped blood, so that the
relaxation is characterized as isometric.

, I

\i
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6. Ventricular Filling: When the ventricular pressure drops
below that of atria, the AV valves opens and rapid ventricular
filling begins. This phase is followed by a slowing down of the
filling as the ventricle reaches a maximum diastolic size. This
is the period of diastasis and this is the completion of one cy-
cle followed, by the next cycle upon the initiation
systole.

•

3.2.2 Stroke Volume Output of the Heart:

of atrial

The stroke volume output of the heart is the quantity of
'blood pumped from each ventricle with each heart beat. Normally
it is about 70 ml, but under conditions compatible with life it
can decrease to as little as few mI. per beat and can increase
to about 140 mI. per beat in the normal heart and to over 200 mI.
per beat in persons with very large heart, ,such as in some
athletes.

3.2.3 Work output of the Heart:
The work output of the heart is the affiountof energy that

the heart converts to work while pumping blood into the arteries.
This is in two forms; First; by far the major proportion is used
to move the blood from the low pressure veins to high pressure ar-
teries. This is potential energy of pressure. Second, a minor
proportion ,of energy is used to accelarate the blood to its velo-
city of ejection through the aortic and pulmonary valves. This is
Kinetic energy of blood flow.

(,
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Energy Expended to create Potential Energy of Pressure:

The work performed by the left ventricle to raise the pres-
sure of the blood during each heart beat is equal to "stroke vol-
ume output" X (left ventricular mean ejection pressure minus left
atrial pressure). Like wise the work performed by the right ven-.
tricle to raise the pressure of the blood is equal to (stroke vo-
lume output") X( right ventricular mean ejection Pressure minus
right atrial pressure). when pressure is ~xpressed in dyne per

i
square centimeter and stroke volume output jin milliliters, the
work output is in ergs. Right ventricularloutput is usually about

I ;

one seventh the work,out put of the left ventricle because of the
i

difference in systolic pressure against which the two ventricle
must pump.

The kinetic Energy of blood flow : The work output of each ventri-
cle required to create kinetic energy of blood flow is proportioll-
al to the mass of the blood ejected times, the square of the vel-
Deity of ejectione That is,

Kinetic Energy =
2

when the mass is expr~ssed in grams of blood
velocity in centrimeter per second the work

I
I,
I

ejelted and the
tit' .ou pu ~s ~n ergs.

Ordinarily, the work output of the left ventricle required to
create Kinetic energy of blood flow is about 1 percent of the
total workoutput of the ventricle,. Most of this energy is requirec

"..
.'.-.. ' ,
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to cause the rapid accelaration of blood during first quarter
of systole.

3.2.4 Electrical Activity of the Heart:

The heart is endowed with a special system (a) for genera-
ting rhythmical impulses to cause rhythmieal contraction of the
heart .muscle and for (b) conducting these impulses throughout the
heart i (Fig. 3.L;). Major share of the ills of the heart is based

!
Ion abnormalities of this special excitatory and conductive system.
!

IThe adult human heart normally contracts at a rhythmic rate
I

I 2!of about 7 beats per minute. The figure shows the special exci-
tatory and conductive system of the heart that controls these car-
diac contractions. The figure shows,

(a) the SA node in which the normal rhythmic self excitatory
impulses is generated.

(b) the AV node in which the impulse from the atria is delayed
before passing into the ventricle.

(c) the AV bundle, which conducts the impulse from atria into
I

the ventricle.
I

(d) tne l~ft bundles and right bundles of Purkinje fibers
Which1conduct the cardiac impulse to all parts of the

,ventricles.

The mechanical activity described before is accompanied
by electrical activity in the heart. This activity begins in the
sino-atrial (S-A)node, which is consequently known as the pace
maker. Cells in this region have the characteristic that the

__________ ~.._..c:.::==-=- __
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resting potential is not maintained but continually diminishes
until the cell 'fires'. Upon recovery, the process is repeated
so that a periodic excit,ation results.

As noted heart rate is basically determined by the pacemak-
er activity in S.A. node, which operates in a sense, as a free
running multivibrator. The rate, however, is modified by the
competing effects of the parasympathetic and sympathetic nerves.

,

The effect of the vagus nerve is one of the slowing the heart,
I

while the sjTIptheticnerves increape the rate. Cutting both
1 . I. I d h .•. 1 f" 'nerves to heart resu ts ~n an ~ncrease rate, so t ao vaga e~-

Iects appear to be dominant under resting conditions. It should
be noted that the cardiac output depends on both heart rate and
stroke volume, so that an increase in heart rate, for example,
does not .necessarily results in an increased output of heart.

The activity initiated by the SA node spreads through the
muscle of the atria at about 1m/Sec. For the human, about 80 mSec
is required for the complete activation of the atria. Toward
the end of this period, the electrjical activity reaches the AV

i
node, which is the sole mascular cionnectionbetween atria and
ventricles. The propagation in t1e AV node is very slow, about
0.1 m/sec. upon passage through this node, the excitation travels
at about 2 m/Sec. through the specialized right and left bundles
and then through the arborized Purkinje fibers. This system ser-
ves to initiate electrical activity in the ventricular musculatu-
reo An illustration of the system is given in schematic diagram.
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The heart muscle (myocardium) behaves in many ways as if
it were a single cell. Excitations spreads at about 0.5 m/Sec.
and causes mechanical contraction in an efficient synchronous
way. Cardiac muscle is divided into its many elements by verti-

\cal and horizontal double membranes. The latter are actually
irregular tongulikeprocess. Th~seboundaries they from between
muscle "domains" are known as interealted disks, and constitute
the basis for discarding the concept of the syncytum in the
anatomical sense.

I
\,

Studies of heart excitation have been carried out in an
effort to elucidate the pathways of activation. In general ,
these have involved insertion of the bipolar electrodes into
the beating heart of a dog and measuring the difference of poten-
tial. The result in general monophasic wave. This is interpreted
as arising from the passage of a wave (double layer) of activity,
and the time of passage at the midpoint of the electrode pair is
the time i.henthe signal reaches its peak. Through meaSlli~er.)ent
at IDanypoints throughtout the heart and \dth ECG (Electrocard-

Iiogram) as a time reference, one can establish the location of
I

the activation wave fronts at successive instantk of time. It is
I

seen that the activation pattern is fairly cOIDpl~x even for the
normal heart.
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Chapter _4

Electrocardiogram

4.1. The Normal Electrocardiogram:
As the depo~arization: wave or Cardiac impulse passes through

the heart, electrical currents spread into the tissues surroundi-
ng the heart and a small portion of these spreads all the way to
the surface of the body. If the electrodes are placed on the bo-
dy on opposite sides of the heart, the electrical potential gene-
rated by the heart can be recorded, the recording is known as an
electrocardiogram. A normal electro-cardiogram is illustrated
in fig. (4.1).

4.2 Characteristic of Normal Electrocardiogram:
The naormal electrocardiogram is composed of a P wave, a

Q...'tS complex and a'Twave. The QRS complex is actually three sep-
arate waves, the ~ wave, the H wave, and the S waveillustratea
in fig.(4.2).

The remarks concerning the tracing are\16)

1. The P wave.corresponds to atrial activity.
2. The QHS (Complex) is the result of ventricular activity.
3. The T wave corresponds to ventricular repolarization. Atrial

repolarization is masked by the QRS.
4. PH interval is a measure of AV conduction time, and disord-

ers of the conduction are related to this intervaL.
5. The base line is established by the TP segment of the wave.

The ,relative level of ST segment is an important diagonstic
measure. Normal ST segments are at the base line, while

-- - ----- ----- ----- -.-----~
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coronary insufficiency results in a depressed segment.

6. The QT interval gives the total duration of the ventri-
cular systole. It should be less than half the preceeding
RR interval~ •

appropriate calibration lines on recording paper.

7. The T wave is caused by the currents generated as the
ventricles recover from the state of depolarization.

Voltage and time calibration of the Electroclrdiogram:
I

All t~e recordings of electrocardiograms are!made ~ith
. I
I As illustra-

ted in fig. (4.1). The calibration lines are so arranged that
10 small divisions in the vertical direction in the standard ele-
ctrocaI~iogram represents 1 millivolt, with positivity in the
upward direction and negativity in the do~~ ward direction. Each
inch or 2.5 em in horizontal direction is 1 second, and each inch
inturn is broken into 5 segments by dark verticQl lines; The
interval between each dark vertical lines represents 0.2 seconds.
These intervals are then broken into five smaller intervals by

I
thin lines and each of these represents 0.04 second. i

Normal voltages in the Electrocardiogram:

The voltages of the waves in the normal electrocardiogram
depend on the manner in which electrodes are applied to the surf-
ace of the body. When one electrode is placed directly over the
heart and the second electrode is placed else where on the body,
the voltage of the QRS complex may be as much as 3 to 4 millivolt~
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Even this voltage is very small in comparison with monophasic
action potential 120mv. recorded directly from heart muscle.
When the electrocardiograms are recorded from electrodes on
the two arms or one arm and one leg, the voltage of QRS complex
is approximately 1 mV from the top of R wave to the bottom of
S wave, the voltage of the P wave between 0.1 and 0.3 mV; and
that of the T wave between 0.2 and 0.3 mV.

The P-Q or P-R Q-T Interval:
IThe durat~on of ,time between the beginning of the P wave a
i ;and beginning o~ the ~ wave is the interval between the contra-

ction of atrium:and the beginning of the contraction of the ven-
tricle. This period of time is cal.ledPQ interval. The normal
PQ interval is approA~mately 0.18 Second. This interval is somet-
imes also called the P-R interval because Q wave is frequentl;y
absent.

Contraction of ventricles lasts essentially between the be-
ginning of the Qwave and the end of the Twave. This interval of

from Electrocardiogram:Rate of the Heart as

time is called the QT1interval and oridinarily is approximately

I
determined

0.1;& Seconds.

The rate of heart-beat can be determined easily from elec-
trocardiogram. The time interval between two successive beats is
the reciprocal of the heart rate.

~-----~~---~-----------
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Usually pen recorder and Oscilloscope may be used for
recording the electrocardiogram.

4.4 'Electrocardigraphic.Leads:

Usually different electrodes are placed on different point
on the body surface for the recording of electrocardiograms. This
arrangement of electrodes for recording or electrocardiogram are
called elect.rocardiographic leads. The different types of leads
are discussed below.

The Three Standard limb leads:

In earliest work in electrocardiography Einthoven deve-
loped a system of lead (electrode) placement at the extremities
of the body on the assumption that this would enhance the vali-
dity of the so called idipole.heartmodel. This system of leads
are called standard or limbleads. This system constitutes the
most common climical system.

We define the 'Standard' leads, VI' VII' VIII as follows
in (fig. 4.3a.)

= (lead 1 ) •• (1)

VIII= Vca

(lead 2)

(lead 3)
•• (2)

In the above 'a'corresponds to the wrist of the arm (LA), b to
the wrist of the right arm (RA) and
left leg.

to the lower portion of the

\
\
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In the equation (1) to (3) double subscript notation is used
for representation of voltage and is read as Vab= ~(a)-~(b)

where ~(a) and ~(b) represents the potential of a and that of

(b) respectively. So Vab represents the potential of (a)

minus potential of (b).

L~
From Kirchoff I s Voltage,' we have

Vca + Vab = Vcb

hence,
I

i Th I t'e equa l.on
!

••(4).

(4) can be represented by the following "Vector"
relations in the Einthoven equilateral triangle illustrated in
the Fig.(4.3b). The origin is the centre of the triangle, while

.the origin for each lead, is the -proj-ection-onthe corresponding
side. Positive directions are taken as indicated on the figure
and corresponds to a reversal of the double-subscript notation
(by convention). If the lead voltages are plotted along the
sides of the triangle, each from its respective origion, then

i
proj~ctions of their termini define the unique vector V as
illuJtrated in the figure.

I
I It can be shown that all the three projections meet in a

common point. To do this let us assume the existence of the res-
ultant vector V. As a consequence, the sealar leads must be,

Lead II = VII V Cos(1200-0<..) V {3= - = - Coso(. ••(5).- - V Sino<...2 2

- ,-_.- ---_. __ ----=-=:.::.=-.- ----- -~ _._-~- -----~ . ,
•
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"'VIII "'-V Sin (0<. + 300) "' - ( ~ Coso(.+,f£ Sin"'-)
2 .

Lead I = V Cos 0<. .. •• (7). ".

we see that; VIII + VI = V- Coso(.-
2 V3 V Sino(.",V •2 II

Hence, construction satisfies the relation (4).
I

From the figure it is seen that the vector V cOntains all the I
Iinformation of the three separate lead components. Its direction

plotted at characteristic instants in the cardiac cycle has bekn
found to have diagnostic significance. If positive is measlred

I

clockwise from the horizontal (the usual ECG convention) then it
is called the electrical axis. In normal ECG 0 <:.. d- L 900

• In
I

the above figure d2. would De described as negative, a condition
referred to as left axis deviation. For cZ)900, the condition
is right axis deviation.

The electric~ axis noted above is actually calculated from
the effective lead voltagesV1, V2'V3• The later are determined
as follows:

V1 = ~ + R1 + 81
V2 = ~ + R2 + S2

V3 = Q3 + R3 + 8
3

where Q., R. and S. are taken as peak values, they are not neces-
~ ~ ~

sarily simultaneous. Thus the EiVlthovenconstruction may

-----~--_ .._---------------- -
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not be unambiguous.

Precordial Leads:

An important reference lead has been arbitrarily establish-
ed by connecting the 'limb lead' (that is RA, LA, and LL) together,
each through a 5000-ohm resistance. The reference formed is known
as the Wilson central terminal. If with respect to this the
"exploring electrode" is placed over the chest at each of six

Istandard locations, theiprecordial leads V1, V2, V3, V4, V5 and

V6 are established. Fi~. (4.4) shows a normal record for each
precordial (chest ) leatland also indicates the Chest position
for each lead. In thiS!syst~m the reference is well defined and
therefore, consistant r~sult~ from patient to patient can be
obt'ained.

In addition to the precordial leads, augmented unipolar li-

mb leads are used where two limb leads are connected through 5000
ohms each to form a reference and the relative potential of the
remaining limb lead is measured. If the positive terminal is

aVL• Similarly, the
The left arm(with respect to RA

left leg gives aVF•

the right arms the lead is aVR•
Iand LL tied through 5Kohms e~ch) is lead
I

IThe three standard leads plus V1,V2,V3,

aVL and AVF constitute the standard 12-lead

~ 0:

- _._- -----,- - --'~' -
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Chapter 5

Mathematical Analysis of heart as a bioelectric source

From the previous discussion, the mechanism of nerve
propagation can be described as resulting from the depolari-
zation effect of action currents on the surrounding resting
membrane. Through this mechanism the site of depolarization
is capable of spreading contiguously untill all parts of an
excitable fiber, and in some cases adjacent fibers, have be-
en activated.

While the current density arising from membrane activi-
ty is ~trongest in the immediate vicinity of the active region,
there will be current every where in the surrounding region.
This region is called volume conductor and designate there by
the aggregate of passive tissue which supports current from

active sources. It is desirable to relate the measured poten-

tial difference that characterise a current flow field to the

sources of that field.

5.1 Quasi-Static Formulation:

In order to describe mathematically, the potential fie-
ld or current flow field in a volume conductor, due to the di-
stributed time varying bioelectric sources we shall apply the
concept of electromagnetic theory. Due to the electrical prop~
erties of physiological system,a simplified mathematical model
of the source can be obtained with the assumption that the time-

-_.__.._------~~=~===~=~----
\
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varying bioelectric source can be considered as if ~teady state
conditions exists at any instant of time.

We start with general formulation for the electric field
in an infinite volume conductor due to an applied (impressed )
current density Ji ' whose temporal behavior is harmonic at an
angular frequency~. The medium is assumed to be linear, homo-

•fand
genous, isotropic and characterized by physical parameters M, (j'

I

I
With an applied (impressed) current ~ensity Ji we can

write the Helmotz equation as

= (5.1.1)

where A is the vector magnetic potential' and K is the propa-
gation constant. In order to evaluate E and H it is advantage-
ous to calculate first vector magnetic potential A and scalar
potential 0.

The vector potential A and scalar potential 0 are given
(I)

by

A (x', y', z' ) =}A.
41T

I

I- jkR IJi(x,y,z)e-
R I

dv -----(5 .1.2)

o (x',y',z' ) =
1

4 IT ( cr +jwf
) )\1 Iv_(x_, y_~_z_)_e_-_j_kR_d"
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where

R

-'

=~x - x' r + (y - y')' + (z - z')" • •

The unprimed variables referring to the source point, the pri-
med variables to the field point and'V.J. = - Iv The last~

expression constitute the definition for volume current densi-
ty Iv •

We also have from the wave equation

••
+ II oE

fV' () -- ot
time variation

\7'lE =
I,

I
hi.a=on~c
'l'-'V E = - ,UtE Wl-E + jw,,4 E. E =

I

!
Iwith
I
i
I
!

where K'l =,4 E:w""- jw,.u.6'

2-or k= w'2.}A (E: + u-
jw

)

= w"'V).{. ()' (

jw )

• • ••

Here ""Uc.
includes

= () ( 1 + jw,E ) is a complex conductivity that
Cf"

pure conductiv€ effects, dielectric losses and diel-
ectric displacement.
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Finally the electric field is found from vector and scalar
.potentials A and ~ by

1".'_~,

E " jwA ~~. ••
-The quantities A, E, ~, I cJ and J. are all complex and arev. c ~

functions of spatial co-ordinates and w. To obtain physical
quantities it should be multiplied by ejwt and considering only
real or imaginary parts.

The usual implication of quasi-stationary involves the
following assumptions, which simplify the above equations, for
the bioelectric-materials, source and the surrounding medium.

Electrical properties of biological materials;

The value of the conductivity ~ for biological mater-
ial is .chosen to be 0.2 mho/~which represents a mean value
(Table-5.1)(1). The highest component frequency of signific-
ance in bioelectric system is of the order of 1KHz. This pr-
obably relates the rise time for action potential in the order
of 1 msec. So 1KHz is ehosen as the maximum value of freque~
ncy in any computations regarding bioelectric phenomena. The
complex conductivity ~ (1 + should also be considered.

/

The term jwE is the ratio of capacitive to resistive current
()"

should be considered. The maximUm value of distance R corres-
ponds to an over all dimension of typical physiological system;
for simplicity Rmax = 1 meter.

___. . _- --- ----:---'=c:: -
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Table-1

•
Tissue o Mean Conductivity mho/me

Blood 0.67

Lung 0.05

Liver 0.14

Fat 0.04

Human trunk 0.21

ITable-2
I,Average ratio of ICapacitive to resistive cuirent

for various frequencies and body tissue.
i

10 Hz 100 Hz 1KHz 10KHz

Lung 0.15 0.025 0.05 0.14

Fatty - 0.01 0.03 0.15
tissue

Liver 0.2 0.035 0.06 0.20
:

Heart 0.10 0~04 0.15 0.32
1"!uscle. I

I
I

\
\

\
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Capacitive Effect:

The nature of the conductive medium is described by its
conductivity and dielectric permittivity. The mathematical ex-
pression in eq. (5.1.~), where the Co-efficient (()+ jWE: ) can
be written as 0' ( 1 + jWE-) and the conductivity viewed as a

a-
complex phasor quanity. In quasi-static approximation, a pure-
ly resistive medium is required. The quantity (1 + ~a- ) will

be real so long as \JWE. \ <z 1. Consultation of Table (5.2)
rr

revels that this condition is fairly satisfied. So fo~ bioelec-
tric system the conductivity may be considered as real.

Propagation Effect:

The time. required for the changes at the source to "pro-
pagate" to a field point is represented by the phase delay e-jkR

Since -jkRe = 1 -jkR + + ..

the propagation effect can be ignored if \kR \(<. 1 ,
since e-jkR is then approximately unity. The ~umerical value

frequency of 1KHz and with
of k Rmax, even for (1 + jWE ) equals as high as2

0-
Rmax equals to 1meter gives.

at

(1-j )VkRmax = ---- 2 TT X
/2

1000 X 4 XTT X 10-7X 0.2

= 0.0~97 (1-j )
Thus the magnitude of e-jkR is unity to within a 4 percent error,
while the phase-angle error of 0.0~97 rad (2.~0) is clearly
negligible.

, \
~- ~-- ----~~-----'~-----::.......-.-
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Inductive Effect:

The inductive effect corresponds to the component of
electric field that arises from magnetic induction. This is
given, mathematically, in (5.1.7) by the term jwA. We wish
to compare the importance of this term relative to that expre-

.ssed by ~~. We shall do this by considering the specific ca-
se of differential current element source and assume that if

Ifrom(5!.1.2)
I '

!

••
J.dV
1

R
=A

Thus, for a source element Ji dV we have,

,
I wA \ L.'(J 'V ~ \ , then the distributed source suchlmight arise
in electrophysiology and which are the superposit10n of such

I

elements would also satisfy the in-equality.

Since Aand,~ in(5.1.2) & (5.1.3)must satisfy the Lorentz
equation

= -jw EO ( 1 + cr
• • .. ,(5.1.10)

where 'V( ;;; a L+ - ~ + az 0 we havex ~ oy'o x' () Zl i
I
I

cJ. dV) I

~
A 'V (. (r.1•11)= 1 • • ••j 4-ITW E:. ,M., Rc

-
dV 1 dV J . .~J .• <:;; ( ) 1

= =
j4-l1wE c 1 R j4-nwf c R2

•••••(5.1.12)
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and E. =. c E- (1 +"

jw C;
) •

The unprimed del operator is defined by

+ - a +~-oy
operates on source co-ordinate only. The following identity
is also used in deriving(5.1.12) •

I

\l ( 1- ) 1= V'( ~ )R •

I
I

If we let z axis coincide with the direction of J. , then
I

J.

I

J. dV Cbs8
~ = J. I ( 5.1.13 )

j4 wE:I i .. ••

c,
I

I
and l \7 01 J.' dV= J. ( 5.1.14).. • •

4 n w Cc R3

The ratio of interest is then! WAj=
'V~

= \kR\ 2 ... ( 5.1.15 )

Thus inductive effect to qe negligible \kRl~(lmust be satis-
I

fied. So long as prOpagatirn effGlct is ignored this condition is
automatically satisfied. I

Boundary Conditions:
Since the total current (conduction plus.displacement)

is solinoidal, the normal component at the interface between
two media must be continuous. The boundary condition between
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different tissues is given by

a; ( 1 + jWE,
(),

0'(1+
2.

E.2n

If we neglect the displacement current at the boundary(5.1.16)
>

is reduced to
..

where ~ and ~ are the conductvities of regions 1 and 2
respectively and E1n and E2n the respective normal component
of electric fields.

For electrocardiography, the space which surrounds the
human body has conductivity 62. =0 which results in E1n = o.

The meaning of the above criterion may be clarified by
noting that boundary conditions serve to take into account
secondary surface sources (at the boundary). The field in
the conductive medium can be thought of as containing a comp-
onent which arises from the primary sources Eo and a portion
due to the aforementioned secondary source Es; the total field
in the external medium is designated Ee• Application of (5.1.16)
gives,

+ S (1 +
I

••• (5.1.18)
Now Eon' Esn and Een are in the same order of magnitude,

so that if \ jWf'l./o;-l <..<..1 ,then

- -- -~ ---'-'-----'=-:::..:._--;::.....:....---_._--~--
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) Eon = - (J' (1 +
I

i.e. the total normal current due to the applied field is
equal and opposite that due to the secondary field. Equation

(5.1.19)is equivalent to the requirement

• • ••

i

which corresponds to the stationary conditi6n.(1:",-00).

I
Now utilizing the above simPlicatio~ the ~xpression for

scalar potential is,

(0 =

E =

Iv ( x, y, z

R

)

dV • •

..
The total current J is the sum' of the source current Ji and
the conduction current (j'E ; consequently

-J -
= J.~ + O'E • • (5.1.23 )

Since J is solenoidal

..

and.for homogene~~smedia we have,utilizing (5.1.22) and

-"V. J. =
~

..
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Taking the Laplacian of (5.1.21) we get.

"\12 ~ = Iv • •
(J"

where I = ''\7- J.•
v ~

•• (5.1.26)

The equation (5.1.26) represents the conventional, basic, qua-
si-static mathematical formulation with (5.1.16) as boundary

,conditions. Although homogeneous condition have been assumed
I
iin this analysis, the results are readily generalized to a re-

. I .. f h . h 't'g~on cons~st~g 0 p ase ~n omogene~ ~es.
I
I Inl

l
the material that follows we shall utilize Possion's

I .equation as stated in (5.1.26) and electric field is derived
i i :.. .

from (5.1.22). Furthermore from (5.1.25) and (5.1.26) the volu-
me pource density is also expressed interms of the impressed
current by

9- J. = - I~ v • • ( 5.1.27) •

and finally the current flow field will be related to the
potential field by virtue of (5.1.23).

I

5.2 D~pole Representation of Electrical Activity in
~art as a bioelectric source:

I

Ij is shown in previous discussion that the total inst-

).• •J.~
-
J =

antaneous current density consists of ohmic and non-ohmic com-
ponents. With this decomposition the total current density J
is given by

------0- -- ~----------",-,= --~~ ---- -~----
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where Ji is the non-ohmic part. The term ~E is a differen-
tial expression of ohm's law and evaluates the current dens-
ity that arises in a pasiive conductive medium of conductiv-
ity ~because of the presence of~~ electric field E. The

tric form.
and is a consequence of the conversion of energy to an elec-

electric field and the current associated with it (~E ), are
a response to the primary sources represented by Ji• This
latter component designates the "impressed" current density

III

In Nerst equation(11), within membrane the current den- I

I
sity is described as a sum of conduction current and diffusion!,
,current. The dlffusion current is a contribution to the impr-
essed current density and results from conversion of chemical
energy into electrical form. For cardiac muscle, the capacit-
ive displacement current, in addition to the different ionic
contributions to the impressed current, may not be neglected and
and both diffusion current and capacitive displacement current
constitute the basic impressed current.

In equation (5•• 1 ) J , since it includes all possible
contributions, must be solenoidal. Consequently we obtained
earlier in (5.1.24).

J = 0 = ••

If we consider a homogeneous region of conductivity (j' in which
impressed current exists then equation (5.1.25) can be written

- -- ----_ .._--- ,_.._----- - -~---~--------
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as
"7. Jo

~
Cf'

.. • •

-and is an expression for Poisson's equation. The role of Ji
as a source function is clearly seen in (5.2.3) which is a
partial differential equation for ~ with ( '70Ji)/(J'as a
nonhomogeneous(source) ~erm,

(5.2.4 )••

the field point and

_1_
4 rrE.

permittivity ~ is

In electrostatic1fields, the potential due to the cha-
density P (x, y, z ~ in a uniform dielectric medium of

I
~ (x', y', z' ) l

!
I

Iwhere (x', y', z' ) locates

rge

• •

is the distance from the source point ( x y z ) to the field
,

point. But ~ (x, y, z ) also satisfies the Poisson's equati-
on, namely

5.2. 6 ).. (...p
E I

If (5.2.6) is compared with (1.5.2.3),it can be noted that
these equations are interchahgeable if E is replaced by Cf ,
and P by -v J.•

~ If this duality is applied to (5.2.4),
then we can obtain

~ (x', y', z' ) = 1
4 IT a-- i-

II
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as a solution to (5.2.3). We note from equation (5.2~7) as
well as duality of - 'Y.J. with f' , that (- "\7- J.) plays the

1- 1-

role of a divergence-type source density. Utilizing the des-
ignation of (5.1.27), we have

- "\J.J.
1-

= .( 5.2.8 )

where Iv has the dimensions of current per unit volume. With
this notation

o (x', y', z' ) 1 S
= 4rrO' dV

can be demones-
trated by considering a point source
at the origin, where it is infinite, but

The equation.(5.2.9) is a solution to
where [; = 0 except

SvbdV = 1. Let
0
0
be the solution to the following partial differential equ-

ation:
= S

Cf'
•• (5.2.10).

Because of the spherical symmetry, 00 depends only on ~ and
writting the Laplaccian in spherieal co-ordinates, we get

d
dl"

) = ••(5.2. 11).

If we integrate with respect to ~ , then

= ~rTa- S 8 dV

= 1 •• (5.2.12).
4rrO'

"'i( '-';-
. '\'
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A second integration yields

~ =o
1
4 TTa-fil

..
In
r=

the notation
lx,2 '2+ y +

used in above equation, we have
I

z,2Ji and ( x', y', z' ) is the point at whi-
ch ~ is evaluated, the delta source being at (0, 0, 0, ).

o

Now for a source ( \7.Ji /a-), we can consider it the
- 'superposition of delta sources typified by (~.Ji~a- )dV at

(x, y, z ) whose contribution to the potential f~eld d~o(x',
y', z') at (x', y', z' ) is given by Lusing ( 5.12.13),with
origin at (x, y, z) and field point at (x', y', J, )J !

I '

d~o (x',y',z') = ( 'ViIi., )dV .. ,. (5.2.14)
41To-r

and r =J(X'-x)2 + (y'_y)2 + (z'_z)2 • Integration of(5.2.14)
g~ves (5.2.7) as required.

It often proves convenient to represent the bioelectric
,sources as volume source density function Iv. On this basis,
the potential field is found as a solution to
tion

=

Poisson' 9 equa-
I
1•• (ji.2.15)
!

----~-~--~---

On the other hand, representation of the sources as an impre-
ssed current density Ji permits an identification with physi-
cal processes in the membrane. S-till another interpretation ,
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of Ji is obtained through the vector identity:

+
- 1J.-V (-)~ r

•• (5.2.16)

If the integral of both sides of (5.2.16) is taken, which ex-
tends throughout the total volume in which sources are located,
and if the divergence theorem is used, then

••( 5.2.18)

)dV

and ar is a unit vector

(~ ) cl"
r

Substituting (5.2.18) to

+SJ . V ( .Li r
v

( <y. Ji dV
)v r

i Ji . 'V

(
1 _

2') a"
r

the source point.

•
= 0 '::.

where

from the field to

:r

i
The surface lintegral evaluates to zero since Ji = 0 over the
bounding surface which lies beyond all sources. Consequently,

I I

: I

J 'ViJ. I
- ,~ dv' =

v 'r
I
, 1

V (r) =-

(5.2.7) gives

o (x I, Y I, Z I ) = -'-SJ. dV.Y'(~)
4IT(}" ~

V

potential field of a dipole source ofBut we know that the
!

strength P is i
I

0(p) = _1_1_

411'0'
P.<y( 1

r
) •• (5.2.20)

If (5.2.20) is compared with (5.2.19) then J. dV may be inter-~ -preted as elemental dipole source. Put in another way Jihas
the dimensions of a dipole moment per unit volume. Since the
isolated point source with fields as given by (5.2.13) can not
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exist in electrophysiological systems, the characterization
of a bioelectric source as a dipole distribution is a natural
one.(1)

5.30'. Centric Dipole Model of Heart:

There is abundent evidence that the depolarization
(electrical activity) of action potential spreads uniformly
through the myocardium in a wavelike manner(at least in the
outer two thirds of the wall). The width of the wavefront enc-
ompasses five or more cardiac cells. The actual source in the
wave width can be replaced by an averaged dipole moment per unit
volume designated by Ji and is averaged from the physical source
entities in the same way as the mathematical charge density is
related to a physical cloud of point charges.

If the source density Ji is uniform over a surface normal
to the direction of propagation, which is usually assumed, then
the field setup by the activation wave can be obtained from the
following analysis. So a simple approximation that will repre-
sent the electrical activity of heart is to simply ~ind the ve-
ctor summation of all dipole moments JidV. That is, we form the
vector P = rv JidV and let this single dipole represent the
heart electrically and it can be designated as a equivalent heart
vector.

. ,..
-.~-
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Surface Potential. Due to the Effective Dipole(Heart) Source:

One of the important EGG problem is to obtain the surface
potential due to the effective dipole(heart) source. The follow-
ing teChnique(3)can be used to compute the surface potential due
to the internal current source in three dimensional, finite and
homogenous media. The effects of inhomogeneities is also consi-
dered in subsequent discussion.

I
I -The relationship between current density source I (-\70.)
i v ~

and 0, the potential is given by Pois~on's equation '7~0=Iv ,
i I cr-

where ()'is the electrical conductivit:y. IIian infinite homoge-
I !

neous medium of conductivity er, a solution to the Poisson's
equation is

o (x) = )

where the integration is over all the space.(Fig. 5,3.a)

To find the relationship within an arbitray surface S, we can
use Green's threrem:

s(cpy"'tp- ljJV'Vrj)) dv' =Se C/JV'tp- ~ vq;) ds (5.3.2)

where rf and ljl are scalar functions of posi~ion. The two fun-
ctions are chosen as 4J the function ~ and 11> as the electric
potential. Substituting ~ for y.; in (5.3.2) and integrating
gives

.•,
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The potential ~(~) and its different component is shown in
fig. 5.3b. These integrations are now only over the boundary
and inside' the surfaces S' If the normal component of 'VI:/> is
zero on the boundary, a very good approximation in electrocar-
diography, (5.3.3) becomes

I

~(7-)"- _1- 5 I,,(?<.') d\)' -t- -.'- 5 cp y:; ds
I "lITO- yo £17\ p3
I
I

I ro .However - .cis lS identic.alwith a differential element of solidI . 1"3
I .angle C:ln... I

I

That is,
I •

: ~CA}= _\ J ru("'") au' +4'rr'SC/J d.n-
! 4.fT0' TO
I

This is shown in Fig. (5.3.c)

The eA~ression (5.3.5), could equivalently, be written as:

cpc-x) '" +- S I"l.,t)d' l" L::N_, ".. A .D.)' (5.3.5)""[Ter -- \) + It'" r..Ll"I fo' n-oC. "lIT J
J:i

.' . [Since the summation is over the bounding surface S, each
~~is the potential on the jth segment of that surface, and

each ~~j is the increment of solid angle of the jth segment
when viewed from the point ~

A finite summation approximates the limit as j approaches
infinity. That

'/J(-x:) -;2
is

...!..- S r"ex') d ' +
4110' -r;-- \l

N~ _\ cA.
~ "lIT J
J'I

lin'J . '
-_.-_._-=:--=-:- --.---
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The ~(x) on the left side is the potential at an artitray poi-
nt inside the surface. but since ~(x) can be located at an
arbitrary interior point. one may.choose an especially favora-
ble location. In particulars we choose the location of ~(x)
inside the i.\:;h element and very close to the outer surface
of theith element. However. since ~ ~ normal to the surface is
zero. a point very close to the surface point has the same po-
tential as!the surface point. and ~(x) equals to ~i •

I,

!

Therefore. with ~(x) just inside element i.,

(/J(-x) =- cP.. i ..L 5 Iu d I -+
, ,"lITO-- Yl \J

Th I.. 11e summatlon lS over a n

N \z:::::: ~ '?.lLn..j ... (5.3.6)
. i " IT .JJc

of the surface elements. One term of
of the summation is for j equals i. This term is _\ <:p. [j,Sl..

4rr" c

The ~i in this term is same as ~i on the left side of the .equa-
tion. The .6..D.L represents the solid angle of the i:th.elementas
seen from the observation point at x. Since the observation point
is just inside theith element. the solid angle of the Lbhelement
as seen from the observation point is about 2.IT. That is. there
are many surfac1 elements; each is there by approximately flat.
From a point jU~t inside theith element. this element obseures

Ia solid angle oil ~ IT •,

Therefore.
rf>( -x.) -= IJ; . =.L f I" d I

L 4rro- _ vyo

Or> , It..= O'Scp.1\ ,

N I

-T ~ ~
jolyjil

+-'- SIt, -' 1+4mj' t> Q\)

ri. .fL'
't'j A J .,. "'(5.3.7)

"--- -- ~ ._----~-"'--::.::...==~:.-
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I S Iu ~ I~ - - VI\.9~4nCJ'. Y'

The ~quation (5.3.7) directly relates the surface potentials
to the internal charges, and by choosing i successively just
inside surface element one, two, three and so forth, one gene-
rates a series of simultaneous equations.
as observed from a point just inside the

If A" is (_ a.n.j)
lJ 4rr

ith element (i not
equal to j ) and A',\l is one half, the~ these equations are
the set of equations

A'l1rl., + Ai2cf?, + + A-N~ =_1- Stu clv'
'fC ~ l '" 4rro- 1> (5.3.8 )

where r is the distance from an increment of current source
~en6ity to the ith surface element.

Let
B.- -'- S~ clv'L-4rro- n

Then using matrix notation (5.3.8) becomes

.' .

The matrix [AJ depends only on the characteristic of the sur-
face while matrix[BJdepends on charge inside. In fact Bi is
just the solution for an infinite medium for the potential at
the element i from the internal charges •

. --_ .._------- ----- -----
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Problems in Inhomogeneous Media:

If the media contains regions of different conductivity,
one must modify the equation (5.3.2) to include the interfaces
between these regions. A generalization of equation (5.3.2),to
include the effects of regions of different permittivity, can
be made as follows:(3)

(5.3.11 )

where~~' and np" represents the unit normal vectors drawn
into the pth boundary that encloses all the regions. This is
shown in the fig. (5.3.d)

. ILet, 41'= L a..'"ld\3 go, from SI to s 2.' For simplicity, consider
•••

only two regions of different conductivity as sho~~ in fi6Qre
5.3.d. Equation (5.3.11) can now be written as

. . .
(5.3.12)
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where 0' is a variable having either the value op IIO~ op' and
~ is ~ vector to the location under consideration.

Furthermore, at the interface between regions of different
ent conductivities the normal component of current is ~ontinu-
ous and using the following relations:

a)

b)

m'/"(;" II in integral 1
p ~
o Ylp"

in integral 5

lPoisson's equation in]
inhomogeneous media

and(d)

in the integral 2

in integral 4 ••(5.3.16)

the equation (5.3.12) may be written

C/J c...J, ':/,-i') ::

anywhere in api/region. Just as in the homogeneous case,
~ (x', y', z' ) may be located arbitrarily close to the boundary
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,.

and, since \7~ is zero on the .boundary, 0 (x', y', z' ) arbi-
trarily close to the boundary is'equal to 0

0
on the boundary.

Replacing the So surface integral by N finite area elements
and the Sp integral by N area incrementSJ3~7) may be rewritten

IV\
-:L.

K=I

I ;

Equ.(5.3.1S)represents: N equations but there are N plus N unknowns.
I ,
I ,M more equations result from repeating the steps used in obtain-
! ' •

in~(53.17)but tocating the observation point 0 (x', y', z') at
the (Of' - v-(,') surface interface.

The result is
cD ( I ") _1- r S I" diS Uc /I
,1:.>'6,1. = 411();" L P \.9 T p-6'p (]5 P.11 .ds" + 0;//(0, P.rt, j Jp r>~ 'f P , PJ'o--o.s. p~ •

I "cd: op~()p iY\l:er~o..ce..
II ••• (5.3.19 )

. IReplacing the integrals in (5.3.19) by the same area increments
. I .

used to obtain (5.3.18) gives the needed N equations.
N

-t .~ - llfLj {J. -
j-:. I 411 J
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5.3.2 Potential Due to Centric Dipole Model:

For anidealized torso that is represented as a uniform
conducting sphere, and with a heart model that consists of cen-
tral dipole (Fig. 5.3.e),the surface potential can readily com-
puted. We have for potential ~ ,

\
I,

'1'" if> := 0

~\ ==0
or P=f<..

••(5.3,.2.1 )

••(5.3.2.2)

Solution to (5.3.2.1 ) in spherical co-ordinates wUh. 3?- -=- 0
OIJ

due _the symmetry, are of the form

n

Since the potential near the origin must vary
n=1. [Other terms in positive powers of rare

as 1 , we choose-.,.
r-not excluded on

this ground, but one can confirm, when applying (5.3.2.2),that
since bn = 0 (n '* 1) it is necessary that an = 0] . Conse-
quently, since P1 (cose ) = oose,

= ar cose + cosS •• (5.3.2.4)

Hence

o(l!\=a

or 1l':R.

2bcosS _ R3 cose = 0

•• (5.3.2.6)
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. . 2The potential over the surface is (3b/R ) cose and this is
three times what it would be if the body were infinite in
extent.

If we adopt the fiction that the points e = 30°,
~ = 0°; e = 30°, ~= 180°; e = 180° are LA, RA and LL, respec-
tively, then the potential produced by a central dipole of
arbitrary orientation and magnitude are precisely those given
by the Einthoven triangle. The Einthoven system tacitly
assumes that the "heart dipole" lies in the frontal plane, here
defined by (~ =0°, 180°). This can be confirmed by reference to
fig. (5.3.F) where the case of unit dipole vector(3b/R2=1) at
an angle oC with the horizontal is described.

Applying (5.3.2.6) to evaluate the potential at the 'limb'
locations, we obtain

f3
2

cos 0( + ~ sin 0<.

For a vector amplitude V//3

f3 cosO('+ ~ sin 0<.
2

Sino(

••(5.3.2.8).

V~ = VCOS<f;:

VII = V f32 eoso<. - VsinoC2

VIn V .J3 V= coso(- sim~2 2
~

..

..
••

••(5.3.2.10a)

••(5.3.2.10b)

••(5.3.2.10C)
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5.4 Lead-Vector Concept:

One of the most important developments in electrocardio-
graphy is the lead vector concept. A relationship between the
heart dipole source and the resultant surface potentials can
be established by the lead vector concept. The initial assUID-
ptions are :

a)

b)

c)

Body is heterogeneous, resistive and linear. i
Electrical activity of heart can be represent:edby

I

a dipole fixed in position but variable in m~gnitu~e
and orientation. I I

Actual body shape is to be used.

Let us suppose that heart dipole current source has a vector
magnitude p. For the medium assumed above, the potential at
an arbitrary surface point Q, relative to a chosen reference,
must be proportional to the magnitude of p. The proportiona-
lity must exist also with respect to the component of p. If
the rectangular components are Px' Py' Pz' then the potential
0Q at Q, can be expressed as

where cx' cy' Cz are proportionality constants which are valid
for condition specified. A some~what simpler notation results
if cx' cy' Cz are considered to be components of a vector c
which is known as the "lead vector".
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This gives

= c • p • • ..

The value of c depends on the location of Q and the equivale-
nt heart dipole, the body shape, the electrical characterist-

•• (5.4.3c)

•• (5.4.3b)

• •

, A • p

13 -p

C • p=

=

=

ics of the body t~ssues, etc. If three different surface po-
ints Q. are choseh and their respective values of c. are det-

. ~ I.. ~

ermined, then theldipole moment p can be found from a specif-
, '

ic simultaneous pbtential measurements at each point. For
1 . I Iexamp e we m~ght measur,e

I ,.
I I

;

= D • P • • •• (5.4.3d)

where VBR is the back to right arm lead. The value of p can be
found since ( 5.4.3 ) ~ncludes three independent linear equati-
ons. From the above eduations Px and other compoents can be

revaluated. For example the value of p can be written withx

as;

1

A
+

where A = A
x

(B DY z - B D ) + A (B D - B D ) + A (B D -B D )z y Y z x x z z x y y x
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A • B X D

,

In current ECG practice, the positive x direction is
chosen as right to left,positive z front to back and positive
y is top to bottom. The Co-ordinate system is thus an orthog-
onal right handed system. The frontal plane corresponds to
xy, the horizontal plane is xz and saggital plane is yz.

It is possible to determine the co-efficients A,B,C,D
of equation (5.4.3) from the measurements in an electrolytic
tank model of the human torso.

Lead Fields and Reciprocity:

For a given electrode pair on the body surface, we could
map the behavior of the lead vector. asa function. of position
of the heart dipole, thus generating a'lead vector field'. In
view of the assumption of homogeneity it might be expected
that this field would be mathematically 'regular'. In this
connection the lead field, as defined by McFee & Johnston,
plays an important role in conceptualizing (and computing)
lead vectors and also permits a generalization to the lead
tensor and compound lead fields. The lead field arises from
the general reciprocity theorem which is developed first.

Let us consider an arbitrarily shaped volume conductor
V with conductivity () ( x, y, z ), where a- is assumed to
be a well-behaved function of position. If we further assume
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that the medium satisfied ohm's law, then

-
J =

-
6'E (5.4.4 ).

where J is the current density and E is the electric field
intensity. Since the electric field is conservative it may
be derived from a scalar potential 0 so that

E = .. •• (5.4.5 ).

and hence

from (5.4.6) we must have
Let us designate the volume sources of then

•• (5.4.6 ).,
• •

clrrent I
I v
i

I
0'1\7 0)

=J

-I =v

iconsider an arbitray volume V bounded by the surface S, as
illustrated in the figure 5.4.a. Let ~1 and ~2 be any two
scalar fields defined in V. Then if 0- is the conductivity
within V, the following vector identities must be satisfied.

Y")01 ( 6' V ~2) = ~1\7' ( (5' \7 O2) +

O'''{ 01.\i~ •• (5.4.8 )

• •
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UNIT INF"LO).J AT SURFACe:I /t.JN1T OUTnOW AT 5uRFAC£
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If we subtract (5.4.9) from (5.4.8) and integrate term by term
over the volume V, and use the divergence theorem, we get

, .

. , . ( 5.4.10).

Now let us assume that 01 is the scalar
due to the sources within V specified by I =v
We shall further assume that O2 solely arises

potential in V
-\J. J.•

J.

from currents
caused to flow across the surface S; we designate the latter
by K (amperes per unit area). We require

S Kds = 0 (5.4.11).

Since, the current is solenoidal. The following constraints
must then be satisfied by 01 and O2

= -Iv

(j' 1102• ds = Kds (taking positive k as .in-flow )••

vJhen Iv is the source, no currents crosses the boundary sur-
face; hence

(5.4.14)

-~ -- --- . .- ~_._----- ------
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For the sources K at the surface, the current must be solenoi-
dal everywhere in V; hence

..
Using C5.4.11) to C5.4.15) the equation C5.4.10) becomes

i (01 Kds = 1/2[Iv dV
I

which is the desired form oflreciprocity theorem.

C5.4.16)

II' which consists of a point
IV

Let us consider a specific
. I

current source of magnitude [0 at
I

,-
r1 and a po,iJltsink of equal

- _ i

magnitude at r2 ' where r1 and r are the respective position
2

vectors. Thus

= )-

and SuCr) is a three-dimensional delta function. Consider
further that (02arises from specific distribution K which is
that of a surface electrode ~ t~at provides an inflow of a
unit current while electrode b h1s an ~utfloW of a unit cu~r-
ent. If the position vector of a I is ,Yo' and that of b is y> ,

~ b

then from very small electrodes, we have

K = C5.4.18)

where hs is a two-dimensional delta function. If C5.4.17) and
C5.4.18) are substituted in C5.4.16), then we get
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, ' ,

In words, (5.4.19) signifies that the difference of poten-
tial between two surface points a and b l that is the lead

due to a unit source of curr-
enttr.."1)suppliedinternally between 1 and 2 equals the diff-
erence of potential between these same source points (1 and

The geo-
5.4.b.(9)for this two terminal pair is shown in fig.

2) due to a unit current applied between a and b.

If the separati~n of r\ and r~ approaches zero, the
source described by (5.4.17) becomes a dipole with moment

metry
I
I

10 (r1-r2). The value of ~2 (r1 ) can be described interms
of field at r2 by means of Taylor series expansions as follows.

V0 • -yo -r '\
'"-- '- I 2./

+(higher order terms)' '(5.4.20)

'Thus if we let (r - r1) approach zero then a dipole moment,2.

110 (~1 - ~2) = ;0 is created and the potential[~1 (ra) -

101 ( rb )J can be written as follows
I

(5.4.21a)

(5-.4.21b)
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In (5.4.21), O2 is the potential due to "reciprocally
energizing" the pickup leads abo The scalar field O2 has
been designated the "lead field" by McFee and Johnston. By
comparison with earlier nomenclature we see that O2 is the

which satisfy Laplace equation.

lead vector (field), while ID'o corresponds to the "heart vector"
and Vab is the lead voltage. The lead vectors are physically
realizable as they are derived as the gradient of scalar field,

I
) cf.2cJl: '2.J -::.0, ,((~- 'I, LYb) ~ r/,J!3If we apply the relation Ib".. (I", - T,.

can be determined for three independent leads by means of an
I •

electrolytic tank. \h th this information, :Q'stl.canbe calculated
along with measured values of Vab the effective heart vector

I

Im can be found in the fixed dipole elect~ocardiographic model.
e

Another use would be the determination of the current density
due to external active leads. Thus with uniform spherieal
conductor with unit current inflow atr and outflow at ~~ we

"
have a potential field ~2 set up which according to (5.4.21.b)
causes a current density of

J = -o-'Vif. =- (l'LlV~b)'X.O-x. C.V"'Io) 'j ~

I ,(5.4.22)
2- -r -;- \..Vab) 1 aJJ

1'l1,,- \'Y\~ h.,~ "I
where mx ' 'YY\~., \'Y\. are the x. J ~.1 'a component s!of mo and
(Y",,,,),,.. ~ (,V,,\o)~ .00o.b). are the lead voltages by the respective
components.
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For a volume distribution of dipoles J., then lead~

fields Vab is given by following relation (assuming m. equals
-to Ji dV.)

Vab J. dV~

,

By utilizing the lead field concept, we can consider a
lead system that is made up of more than two electrodes which
are connected together by a suitable resistance network with
two t:erminal output.

I
i The lead field is also useful in indicating the relative

contribution to the total lead voltage from each dipole elem-
ents of a distribution of sources.

5.5 Orthogonal Lead System:

IT we analyse the conventional limb lead it is seen that
the expressions for standard leads I and II has the following

assumption that heart can be modeled byexpression, with the
a ceJtral dipole,

I
IVI = A P, x x ..

..
••

The activation process that takes place in heart is
three dimensional but the electrocardiographic leads are
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placed on the frontal plane xy plane. Naturally the heart
vector components of (5.~.1) and 5.5.2) do not represent the.
physical situation satisfactorily. In order to over come the
short-comings of the standard limb leads another lead system
is devised. It uses the concept of lead fields. If we desire
to setup three lead fields, each of which is uniform in the
heart region and where the gradients are mutually orthogonal,
then such a lead system is known as "orthogonal lead system".
This system directly measures the x, y, and z components of
heart vector. More excactly it measures the linear superposi-
tion of the distributed x, y, z components of JidV as evid~-
ent from ( 5.4.23).

In the design of orthogonal lead system a human torso mo-
del(a plastic model filled with electrolyte) is utilized so
that the lead voltages can be calibrated with.respect to active
artificial dipole source. Active dipole source, oriented in
either the x, y, or z direction are placed at the approximate
anatomical centre of heart within torso model. One now seeks
a lead which responds to the x dipole but not y or z. This
corresponds to the realizing of c~ and c~ components ( lead
vector) eauals to zero. In three dimensional space, this
lead vector is then in x direction and yields the x component
of heart vector. Similarly, y and z leads are found that
respond to the y and z component of heart dipole. If the act-
ive dipole is displaced from anatomical centre, the lead system
will also give satisfactory result.
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Because of the linearity of the system, it is not nece-
ssary that the x component be obtained from a single electro-
de pair. It is possible to combine the potentials at three
or more points on the body surface through resistance networks
such that across the output terminals the voltage is proporti-
onal to Px and independent if Py and Pz' Through this mechan-
ism the selection of electrode location is quite satisfactory

Iand it minimizes the sensitivity to imprecise electrode posi-
I -

tioning and to body shape. lEy suitable resistance networks
it is also possible to adju~t thellead-vector magnitudes to be
equal. This gives rise to Jhat i~ designated as corrected or-

Ithogonal lead system. suchla system is shown in figure'5.5.a.
is known as Frank lead system(1). The number of electrodes
used here is seven rather then a theoretical minimum of four. -

In the SVEc III, system fourteen electrodes are used.
The translation of dipole should cause no change in lead vol-
tage and both-Frank and SVEGIII systems performs quite satis-
fadtorily in this respect.

The outputs of the x, y,

pendent and in visualizing the
ined "veetorially" to form the

I

Ianf z orthogonal leads are inde-
three signals, they may be comb-

I
hear vector. The tip of the hea-

rt vector contains all the informations as the component signals.
The three lead signals themselves are referred to as scalar rec-
ords while their composition into vector constitutes the subject
of Vectorcardiography. The trajectory of the vector tip.is •.
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referred to as vector loop and since EGG is cyclical, the
vector loop is closed.

One interesting aspect of vectorcardiography is that,
having determined the heart vector, one can project this on
any lead vector, thereby synthesizing other lead outputs.

From a clinical stand point, essentially all clinical
information contained in the 12- standard system can also be
found in the corrected orthogonal lead system provided lead
resolution is used in doubtful cases. The use of lead reso-
lution appears to improve the diagnostic ability of the cli-
nician since the records are displayed in standard form.
Even though no information is created by lead resolution,
the ability to recognize patterns appears to be enhanced
by this operation.

In electrocardiography the main interest is in ventri-
cular activation (QRS) and in vector cardiography it forms a
closed loop ~d lies, in most cases, in a plane in space. The
projection puts the vector EGG in a form which is independent
of standard x, y, and z axes and rather more closely related
to the physical 'axis( of the heart itsel~ Such projection

is known as "polar projection". That is, since the plane of

the vector loop should rotate with the heart, the polar EGG
projection should be approximately independent of the orien-
tation of (physical) heart in the chest cavity. Since the
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physical orientation of the normal healthy heart is a
variable, this procedure, at least in principle, removes
this factor from the ECG.

•

On the basis of these ideas, "normalized electro-

The Dipole Hypothesis:

cardiogram" is defined by McFee, by specific procedure of
cordinate axes rotation. These are chosen so that deflec-
tions in one lead are a maximum, are a minimum in second
(this is normal to the plane of the loop) and are equally

I
negative and positive in the third lead. The justif~cation
of these technique depends on validity of the diPOlJ model.

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

In the previous discussions about orthogonal lead system,
axis rotation and for vectorcardiography we assumed~that the
heart model can be represented by a dipole fixed in position
but free to change its direction and magnitude. There are so-
me evidence that the dipole representation is a satisfactory
one.

One of the evidence that dipole representation is sJtis-
I

factory is seen in the evaluation of resolved leads. If, ind-
eed, arbitray leads are obtainable as linear combinations of
only the x, y and z components of an orthogonal lead system,
then the dipole basis of cardiac activity is established. Ty-
pical computations shows that there is a peak to peak dicrepe-
ncies. In a study of 19 normals as a percentage of average of
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actual and synthesized signal the discrepencies is about 23
percent with SD of + ~~.

A comparison of surface potential with true dipole ex-
citation in torso model and equipotentials plot on the surf-
ace of the torso shows that the two results are in good ag-
reement during ventricular activation. This comparison was
made by Frank. But in recent experiments it is seen that
there is a deviation from dipolarity of the heart model with

iheart disease.'
I

Surface Ipotential maps of human and dogs display a pa_
tterns of chadging ~omPlexity that appear dipolar at certain
times during the QRs and nondipolar at other times. A meas-
ure of nondipolarity is the appearance of more than one maxi-
mum or minimum (or both). All investigations show evidence
of multipolarity during some portion of the QRS.

The above study of the dipolarity of heart is a fairly
direct one. Another approach, which is some what inferenti-
al, is that of "cancellation". To explain this technique we
note that the poten~ial is 0= C. p and using

Icombination of comPjnents we can write

VtlJ;.) =- CII P\~U -;- Ct'l.. P~(J;-J -;- ct:, p.•GJ

\11(t)"" c.lot P, (1) -t C 1.'l. f2~.t) -;- e 2-'!> p. ft)

V"W'J = C 31 P,W -;- Co'l p.•(J) -\- C-n i'3W

the linear

(5.6.1)
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where P1' P2' P3 are the three orthogonal components of the
assumed heart vector; V1, V2, V3 are the lead voltages at
three arbitrary (and assumed independent)leads; and c.. arel.J
geometrical constants. Now the above equations can be used

to solve for P1,P2,P3 in terms of V1,V2 and V3, giving
Polt) ~ 0<./1 V,<!.) -to oZ,.,. V.,.li:-) + cZ" V~\S)

P2.CJ;) '" oZ '- \ v, (£) + "" '-"l. v'AU -+ cf..'-, Y ~lt)
p.~) -=- cZ3l Y,lt:J ..,. 0(32. V.,!s;) ;- 0'- 33 Volt!

If we now consider an arbitrary fourth lead V4(t), then it
can be written as

and substituting (5.6.2) for P1(t) and P2(t) and P3 (t) in
(5.6.3), we have

(5.6.4)

where A1 A2 and A3 are ~eometrical constants and independent
'of time. Thus a necessary condition for electrical activity
of heart to be accounted for by a dipole generator is that
any arbitrary lead be a linear contribution of any other 3

linearly independent leads. Equation (5.6.4) is true at any
instant of time; it is an identity.

In the "cancellation" experiments three arbitrary leads
are led into amplifiers w~th variable gain, summed, and subtr-
acted from a fourth.arbitrary lead. If the difference can be

..-: -.
-- ~-- ---~~---------~
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made essentially zero through an appropriate adjustment of
the gain controls, then cancellation has been effected and
the results considered a substantiation of the dipole hypo-
thesis. But "cancellation" is shown to be an impercise te-
chnique in many experiments and that good cdIlcellationcan
be effected even in studies where sources are clearly non-
dipolar.

i
Determination of souface potentialifrom current dipoles

Ihas already been discussed and it is seen that dipole approx-
imation is fair.

5.7 Ymltipole Theory:

From the experimental result it is:clear that the dipole
representation of electrical activity of the heart, is in gen-
eral. too crude. The actual heart source are specified by a
dipole moment density function Ji" This function has the dim-
nsion of dipole moment per unit volume and is space and time
dependent. A multipole theory is applied to such arbitrary

i
source distribution. In this case, nondipole trrms in a multi-
pole expansion provides a convenient additive borrection to

I
the conventional heart source model represented by dipole. In
addition it provides a useful mechanism for evaluating general

properties of electrocardiographic source.
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Let us consider a infinite region of uniform conductivi-
ty ~ which contains an arbitrary distribution of current 60-

uroe Ji. The current source density (I = -?Y.) is locatedv ~
The contribution to the potential at an arbi-

trary point p ( x, y, Z ) due to the current source Iv dV is

given by

I
=

4lTO"'

The geometry is illustrated in the figure 5.7.a.

\-= L/ IT0'

The denominator or

I" dv

j(;:: 1)'v + (:1- yt)'V + (c- 'f) '"

(5.7.1) can be expanded about

(5.'7'J)

the origin in
the powers of E. '1..J' 'by the Taylors series:

--' (5.7.2)

The series will converge, provided that y:> "1 Cl, where Cl

is the radius of the sphere which encloses all the volume so-
urce.

Now putting (5.7.2) in (5.7.1) and integrating with
respect to ( r, 1')..:f ),. through out the entire volume source
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distributions yields the total potential as the sum of terms
each of which corresponds to the terms of (5.7.2).

Thus ~p =
Lj1nO' S Iu dv

P-
oe

or ~p = ~ <?Vl
1'1=0 (',.

and is the n~t algebraic sum of all the

The first term in (5.7.4) is ~o
where ~ is the total contribution from the terms whose radi-In

i -(n+1)al deiendence is r •

Md "lOi",: by 1'"

o I ..qtTO'~

Iwhere rr(~).d JIvdV
icurrent source. This term is zero since there is no net sou-
i

rce due to the electrophysiological generators.

The.next term of (5.7.4) is dominant when the net char-
ge is zero and is given by

~1 = - _1- 1(Ll • '\7(~) (5.7.6)
. 4rr 0'

(1)15 .) U)J
where Ix l ILJ1~19; 1';' -= S Iu YLoil) ; I~ = Iu'.l'olv ... (5.7.7)
That is 'I(11 is a vector dipole moment whose rectangular com-
ponentsare Igiven in (5.7.7). From (5.7.6) and (5.7.7) we can
say that the potential due to any distribution whose net char-
ge is zero may be approximated at large distances by the pote-
ntial of a dipole located at the origin whose components are
given above.

-.- - -----~~====~
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In similar way the partial potential ~2 arises from
a "quadrupole"

..,.._ ...andape.known as the .components of a tensor of second rank and
~2 is the quadrupole term,

The multipole terms~of higher order determined from'sub-
sequent terms of the expansion (,Q-3) involves successively high-
er inverse power of r as noted.

Let us derive the expression for potential of general
multipole of nth order having moment of len).

The potential due to a single positive point current.so-'
urce is given by [zero order having moment I(o)J

t_

= 1 (assuming source at origin)
4ITO-Y'

(5.7.10)

Then for a positive and negative source which are displaced by
an infinitesimal amount in the arbitrary f. direction, the po-
tential is given ,by

._-----~:--;-._.,..

\
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- - -•

such a source is a dipole whose axis is ~ •

Now if two dipoles with opposite orientations are dis-
placed infinitesimally in the direction ~ then

Ipotential of a general multipole of nth

i
It"') '0'" I (_I )

, Y"
I~ I "'L 0 L .:elL
¥ L U () ,I h-l• I '

I !

\

4[10'

order is given by
Then by induction the

For a quadrupole source, the geometry is illustrated in fig.,,

The magnitude of a multipole of order (n+1), I(n+1) is
defined interms of nth order multipole by the relationship(2)

=

where I.~ ~o and I(n~ -/ h h t~th " d L " f" "t,,~ . ~ ~ suc t a I e~r pro ueL ~s ~n~ e.
It can be noted that for n = 0 the crnventional definition for
the dipole magnitude results. I

The volume integral of (5.7.3) with the substitution of
(5.7.4) can be interpreted as the contribution to the total
field from an equivalent multipole component 50~rc€ The finite
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component .of each multipol~ source produces field which is ide-
ntical with actual sources for r» C1. The terms of equation
(5.7.8) each of which can be treated as quadrupole source.

The quadrupole terms in (5.7.9) contains six undetermin-
ed parameters. It is seen that one term is redundent. For th-

~1

is let us consider a single dipole source;
ression for ~1 reduces to

= _ -,_ J:'" "V .tt.)
41TCl'

for which exp-

=

are direction cosines of

where Carrying out the differen-
tiation of (5.7.15) gives

~1 = -'-
4rr 0'

(5.7.16)

If we put z = rcose ,

(5.7.16) results in

y = rsin~ sin~ , x = psin~ cos~, then

,
4 ITO"

or ~1 (r;.7.18)
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where the function p~ (cose) are the associated Legendre
Polynomial defined by

p" m (c.ose) • YY\ d'" Ph c.~C'l)- 5lV1 e (5.7.19)
cI. (~e) '"

Between four constants f') cA. ) [$. and Yo in (5.7.18)
)

I
41T(j'

~

there exists one relation 0(: ---t- p.,'V -t- -Yo ~1 and there
remains three arbitrary constants_to be determined.

I

Similarly for quadrupole term we obrain the equati6n,
- _, - Iwith characteristic t,/l. =- o(oCh. + p...C\'l -r To ae and

It/~,=oC',~+ ~a:J --r -9/ Clc and magnitude 1(2), I

-+ ( q~l0%9' -t b2.'S,~ t;5) p~\Le)
'2.

-+ (02"l<$.S'2~ -+ b2'2siV1'2.9') P2 (Q,,9) .
. . .

!(5.7.20)
i

There are only five constants to be determined in equation
(5.7.20).

In genral if the sources are confined to the region
r L ro' then for r '/ ro'

"'I"rJ.V'P ~O.

The following are the general expressions for the potential
o in equivalent series expansion;

I ( ct"",Ccsrn(j) ...•. b.1Y\ S,;"",q:» ~"'((c;;e)
r>,,~1
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4rf o-9S=
\'\

() (2,;)
'G>l 'dl. _.. at

Mol "t.' "'"

(5.7.22)

0( '" n- t
::::L~L

n-:. 0 l~o K-;.C)

~l)h ("'ll<-
L!\(~ ll'l-l-\()~

PmIn the general expressions for multipole expansions VI is
an associated Legendre Polynomial, and

where 0<:., P.>

which satisfy

~ 1+ P:>ni '0 ~;:.." '0 (5 7 24)v"'-, o:J --. Ynt '0<0 ••

I
and ~ are direction cosine, as stated earlier,

I

the relatlon
I

./? "': -'- () I~+ ~~'V 1<.?'- Yl't, .• l.Jn'1. YV'li.-

I
I

The n = 0 term constitute a monopole; n = 1 a dipole, n - 2,
a quadrupole, etc.

It is to be noted that in representation (5.7.21) b~o

vanishes and there are (2n+1) parameters for nth order multi-
(n)pole. In (5.7.22) I :may be interpreted as the magnitude

(5.7.23) apparently has

which has associated with it 3n

again leaving 2n+1 independent
there are n relations (5.7.25)

1
-(n+1).
2

redundancy present due

of the nth order multipole,
d'~' . H I~rec,,~oncos~nes •. oWjver,
among the direction cosines

I
parameters, Representation

'(n+2) parameters. -However, there is
to the fact that for r .> 0

._.,'__._. c======~-
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and this redundancy reduces the member of independent paramet-
ers once more to 2n+1(B) •

The multipole expansion given by (5.7.21) can be written
in the following form

~ n
0(p) = LE

n= I rn=o [a y € (&9') 6 yo (e,(Il)]_l_ .. (5.7.27)
ViM \'1m + 'VIm l"lYn 1'\1"1r

where

and . . .

(5.7.2Ba)

are known as even tessral harmonic ( Y,,;, ) and odd tessral
harmonics (y,,~ ) respectively.

The co-efficients QVlm and b""" can uniquely be determined
by a specification of the potential over a closed surface. The
potential field of an arbitrary source has the representation
(5.7.27) only when the medium is infinite in extent. The effect,

of a finite spherical boundary, at r=R, generates additional
terms which are source free, i.e., solutions of the Laplace
equation. The total potential consists of a superposition of

\,
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both expressions, and the result is
cI2 YI, . I

~p •• ~~1 ~Cl ( CA;':TI -j- l'Jh ctNlm) y n~ (e,cfJ)
I

T p~bY1~ )Yn: (G<P)

o at

- --(5.7.30)

that

the primed co-effi-

~~\+ \
il

,
QOIn

So that the surface potential is

r = R, we require that

cients.
where source free terms are identified by

I

IBy virtue of the boundary conditioh

I
I

Y) -tl\,
~Yl

(5.7.31)

Now if the left hand side is known, the~ we see that CAn~
and hh~are readily found by utilizing the orthOgOnality of
the tessral harmonics.

In the electrocardiographic problem the information ava-
ilable is the potential field over the torso surface. It is
seen that this is inadequate to determine the underlying
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bioelectric sources. However, it is sufficient for the unique
determination of multipole coefficients of the spherical-harm-
onics form given by (5.7.27); the greater the number of coeff-,

icients that can be determined, the more the aspects of the
source that become known. The limitations in obtaining higher
order terms of multipole coefficients lie in the higher order-
inverse power of r that is involved and hence, in general, sm-
all~r signal to noise ratio at the surface(6). From a practi-

Icallstand point the multipole representation permits a quanti-
tatlve di1scussion on the nondipolar contribut.ion to the surfa-
ce botenJial field. And even if some other physical model is

. I
.ult~matelY to be employed,. the.;mathematical formalism of,..the.

I

trahsformation of the surface.data to the multipole represen-
I

tation may be very useful.

The multipole formalism is clearly appropriate for quan-'
titative examination of the dipole hypothesis. For experimen-
tal purpose, by measuring the resultant potential field over
the surface the multipole co-efficients of cardiac source can

I

be evaluated.
i

I
5.8 Intlomogeneitics:

In the previous discussion we assumed that the bio-elec-
tric source was surrounded by a uniform homogeneous medium. We
shall now consider a distributed source in a honhomogenous to-
rso composed of regions each of which is assigned a uniform
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conductivity. This model will permit taking some account of
the conductivity and shape of lungs, fat, muscle, bone, blood
etc.

Each region is considered to have uniform conductivity
and each region is assumed to be isotropic also.

S3' and
or other

The surface S1 and S2
nal media of differing
column, etc.

The body surface in F~gure 5.8.a is depicted by
. Ithis represents the externa~ shape of the human, dog,

Ivertebrate. The volume V I'isspherical and is .chosen so that. 0

it completely enclose the hJart; 5~is the bounding surface.
I Irepresent the arbitrary shapes of inter-
I I• I

cond~ctivi1Y such as the lungs, Spinal

I
•

Now at any instant of time, the primary source consists
of cu~rent generators due to electrophysiological activation
of the myocardium. We shall add to this the induced surface
source which arise at discontinuties within So. The latter
sources occur because at such discontinuties in conductivity,

,
a surface charge accumulates at t~e interface in order to
satisfy the requirement that the tormal component of current
density be continuous. The charg s so set up become a secon~
dary source for potential field. I One can combine this source
with the primary current source since the expression for scal-
ar potential due to each is of the same form.
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The surface charge density fs at the interface bet~een
two media of conductivity ~~ and ~b in the presence of a nor-
mal component of applied field En' results in a total normal
field of En + Pshf on one side and Eh ~ f',/2.f:: on other side(1)•
Applying the continuity of normal current, 0'" ([h ..•.P, /2.") =

U'b (E", - -Ps) leads the relation,
2.~

(5.8.1 )

,
I

(5J8.2)

sources as a limiting case) then

where J is the current density.

i,
IIf we designate the combined primary and secondary sou-
Irce by a volume source distribution I (which includes surface

v I

I

I
i

The major contribution from,
secondary Bources within 30 is from the surface iboundary,the
intraventricular blood, which has much higher conductivity
than surrounding cardiac tissue.

The potential at any point within or on 33 can be fou-
nd from the superposition of contributions from all sources,

iboth primary and secondary. Corresponding to the af0fement-
ioned volume source Iv-within 30, induced sourcesapp~ar -on
the discontinuity surface 31, 32 and 3" which sati~fy
(5.8.1) and which are designated Ps"fs2

,f'"respectively.
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The potential at P.within S3 is then

o = -'- S III dv + 1- [SPs, 01
p 4\10' v. \~ 4rrE.~!i- 5 +

where R is the distance from the field point p to an element
ofsource.

I
ThuS\ the electrocardiographic problem of a distributed

I .

cardiac so~rce in an inhomogeneous body can be replaced by one
1 I

in which an equiralent source Ive lies in an uniform conduct i-
i .

vity 6' ~ It ~as shown in previous section that the multip-
I

!ole expansion co-efficients can be determined from the measur-
I

ment of surface potential. Similarly if the geometry of the
inhomogeneitics and their conductivities are.known, then the
multipole expansion of the heart source alone, Iv ' can be
obtained. In this case the equivalent source Ie can be recog-

v
nized as

I"e =111) + 2. IsJ
1 j

where Isj I is a double layer on the jth surface of
strength (Ob - G;;) S2S • The determination of the co-efficient
of multipole expansion due to the secondary source is possible.
Several investigations have been conducted to .determine the
importance of various inhomogeneities. The effect of an insu-
lating sternum and a lung of four times body resistivity for

_. __ ._..-_--;----=.c~_-.-
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two dimensional problem was-investigated and result shows an
quantitative differences with qualitative similarities.

An investigation of the effect of lung and blood inhomo-
geneitics on the image surface for two dimensional frDntal-
plane model was performed with dipole as source at different
heart position. The result shows an significant asymmetri-
cal effects of inhomogeneitics. But the shape of both bioelec-
tric source distribution and volume conductor deviate so
greatly from the two dimensionality that a quantitative gene-
ralization is not possible with inhomogeneity taking into con-
sideration. Some studies of the effect of inhomog3neitics, on
lead'vector, utilizing three dimensional torso models show
relatively little perturbation. Some additional evidence arises
from the studies where electrophysiological data were used to
compute the potential distribution at the surface of torso
model and the result shows that inhomogeneitics do not enter
in a md.jor way.

The study of the inverse problem in electrocardiography
requirs the inclusion of lung and blood to have physiological
significance.

The inhomogeneities, due to the intraventricular blood
the conductivity of which is five times body conductivity. is
the most influential one. The ventricle is considered to be
spherical and surrounded by concentric spherical(heart)muscle
as shown in fig. 5.8.b., as an idealized model(1) •

,.
\ I
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If the intracardiac blood is assumed to be a perfect conductor,
then its effect on a dipole source in the muscle wall can be
determined by utilizing image theOry(4). Thus, for a radially
oriented dipole at the muscle-blood interface the image enhan-
ce the actual dipole, with the resultant being double in stre-
ngth, On the other hand, the tangential dipoles oreate an ima-
ge in the opposiste direction such that cancellation occurs.
For a dipole located within the muscle wall its mirror image
lies within the blood region, becuase of this spatial separa-
tion one speak only approximately bf enhancement of radial and
r,duetiun uf tong,ntial dipul, 'trrugth'.

The effect of the high conductivity blood can be demons-
. Ii ,For a uniform applied field.
iinto which a spherical ventricular' blood volume is placed, the

resultant flow lines at the boundary will be approximately
radial as shown in figure (5.8.c.). Now an orthogonal lead
system is designed precisely to set up such a uniform applied
lead field in a homogeneous heart and it is seen that the re-
sultant lead vector field is radial. The effect of intracar-
diac blood is the distortion of lead such that it is sensitive

I
to radialdipoles only. Specifieally, fdr a representation of

I

the heart muscle as a thin concentr{c srlherical layer surroun-
ding the sp~cal blood, the field can Je approximated by that
which would exist in the absence of the heart muscle. In parti-
cular, a uniform field would exists within blood (Fig. 5.8.e ).

.,-
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Since the normal component of current density are continuous
across a conductive interface, the current density within tl;e
muscle at the front and back (i.e. points A, and B in figure)
is equal to that within the blood mass. Along the sides
(0 & D) the continuity of the tangential electric field requ-
ires that the ratio of current density in the heart muscle to
that in the blood equals the respective conductivity ratio.
Since the latter is,-roughly, 0.4, an eIL1-lancement-or'radial
to tangential dipole source of 2.5 results. The ef{ect is
reduced when anisotropy is considered. I

If we assume the combined right and left ventlicle to
I Ibe represented by a spherical conductor divided in half by a

septum (dotted lines in 5.8.c) then to first order ~he di1ec-
tion of the flow lines within the blood is not effected by,
the septum.~ithin a thin septum, as shown, the magnitude of
the current density is the same as in the surrounding blood
(continuity of the normal current); consequently, the lead
field in the septum exceeds th~t in the external tissue by
a factor 3/(1+2a) where a is the ratio of tissue to blood
conductivity. When a = 0.4, then a lead vector enhancement

!

of 1.7 occurs. On the other hand, if the direction of the
i

applied lead vector field is parallel to the thin septum, I

then the electric field in the blood and in the septum are
!approximately same (continuity of tangential component); both

are reduced from that in the external tissue by a factor of
3/(2+ ~ ) or 0.67 for a = 0.4. The ratio of the two is
Thus for the septum also the radial dipole component is

\

I- ."'-

(,
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enhanced and tangentia,l dipoles are attenuated.

Another inhomogeneity of importance is the muscle layer
just beneath the skin. The conductivity in a direction para-
llel to the surface can be considered as isotropic with resi-
stivity 2S0 ohm-em, while in the direction normal to the fibe-
rs (and torso surface) the resistivity is 2,300 ohm-em. This
considerationlwas made by McFee and Rush. In their torso mod-
el, the heartiis surrounded by a 'lung' medium, with a resist-

Iivity of 2,000 ohm-em, bounded by the aforementioned anisotro-
. I

pic muscle la~er; the heart is imbeded in the lung medium and
of interest i~ the ~ffect of the muscle layer on the lead fie-

I II Ild strength at the heart. A planar model of the muscle layer
I

Ican be converted into an equivalent isotropic medium by a me-
l

thod of scale I transformation e.g. 1cm anisotropic muscle lay-
er with resistivity becomes equivalent to a 3 em-thick isotro-
pic layer with resistivity of SOO ohm-em.

In the above model the lead field for a stratified planar
is

conducting media is.neded. This~found by the application of im-
age principle. Foriexample let us consider the following fig-
ures 5.S.d. 5,S'r' 5.S.f • Figure 5.S.d shows a unit point
current source ~n alregion of resistivity p. which has a planar
interface with a region of resistivity Pz. • Then, for fields
within region 1, the effect of discontinuity can be accounted
for by assuming all of space at f, and an image source located
at the mirror image point of strength (f~-P.)/(~+p') • This
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condition is illustrated in figure 5.8.e. For the fields
within region 2, all of the space may be considered to have
a resistivityp~ provided the actual source is replaced by an
equivalent one at an amplitude 2.f. ItK+ f.). This condition
is illustrated in the figure 5.8.f.
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Chapter 6

Experimental Investigation of the Effect of
Blood Flow Constraint on Electrocardiographic

record with comments and suggestion.

In order to invetigate the effect of blood flow constr-
aint in the limbs on ECG record, an experiment was set up
with human as subject. ECG record. was taken from the body
surface by placing leads at diffe~ent standard positions.

IThe electrocardiographic records So obtained is analyzed and
1

1compared with normal electrocardibgram.,
I. I

In the analysis of the elecbroca;diOgram in either no-
I ;

I ,rmal condition or abnormal condit~on the following features
I

concerning the ECG record CiL •••e examined (16). These features
are :

(1) Rhythm.
(2) Rate.
(3) Pwave.
(4) PR interval.

(5) QRS complex and intervel.
(6) ST segment.
(7) Twave.
(8) QT duration.

- _ •• ..L. • __ ." _ ._~_': .-- __ •• ~ __ • _



IRate of heart be'atas determined from electrocardiogram
"
"

The rate of heart beat can be determined easily from the electroc-
ardiograms, because the time interval between two successive beats
is the reciprocal of the heart rate. The time interval is calcula-
ted between two successive peaks of the QRS complex amplitude.

PQ or.PR interval:
The duration of time between the begining of the P wave to the
begining of QRS wave is the time interval between the begining of

I. ."contraction of the atrlum and the beginlng of the contration of
ventricle.

QRS Complex:
QRS complex wave occurs immediately before the begining contracti-
..on of ventricles.

\

T-Wave: This wave corrresponds to the repolarization of the ventr-
icles.

QT-duration:- Contraction of ventricles lasts essentially
between th~ begining of.the Q wave and the end of the T-wave.
This intervai of time,is 'cailed theQT interval.
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Tne linear graph paper, on which EGG is recorded, has horizon-
tal axis as time axis and the time elapsed between two consecu-
tive vertical line is 0.04 Sec. _The vertical axis represents
the amplitude of the voltage and is calibrated in m.m. The
amplitude of voltage is compared with standard 1~v standard
signal.

The recorded electrocardiogram is shown in Appendix-A.

A comparison of electrocardiogram, which was recorded with
restricted blood flow, with that of normal EGG is made. In
~his comp.arison QRS complex amplitude, heart beats and QT
interval are chosen as features to be investigated because
these features of electrocardiogram are related with ventricu-
lar polarization and repolarization and these are the dominant
characteristics of EGG.

The differences between the normal value and the values
obtained for restricted blood flow condition for QRS complex
amplitude, heart beats and QT interval are presented in Table-

For this experiment seven sets of electrocardiogram were
recorded from seven individuals. They are of different age
group as recorded in the set.

--------_._._-----



DESCRIPTION OF THE LRADS USED TO RECORD ELECTROCARDIOGRAM

In the experiment to record ECG either in normal condition or in
restricted blood flow condition, we used 12 standard leads of
present ECG recording system. The position of attachment of four
limb electrodes ,and six chest electrodes which constitute the 12
standard ECG system are as folLyws.

-----------------------------------------------------------------
RA LA LF RF V1 V2 V3 V5 V6

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Right Left
wrist wrist

Left
leg

Right
leg

Chest Chest Chest Chest Chest Ches
1 234 5 6

-----------------------------------------------------------------
r

L.AIt

LF1,
RF

LA

L.F

RA

F1S-6. electrode placement and the formation of 12 standard
leads, I,II, III, o.:Jn, o..v CA\I,- V \I Y V II " /

l' L' r, l' "2,' \, lip S" )Ill:)

re~pecti velJ':._ __ _ "

From the above figure the electrode placement and their formatior
of 12 standards lead show that only 10 electrodes are used to
obtain 12 leads.



Q,RS COI'lPLEX AMPLITUDE fEASUREr-1I;NTS

In electrocardiogram QRS(complex) wave occurs immediately
before the contraction of ventricle.

Amplitude of QRS complex is measured from the peak of
R wave to the peak of s Wi1ve. The vertical axis of the
recorded ECG represenys voltage amplitude and is calibrated in m.
m.
The values of the QRS complex amplitude for different persons are
shown in figures 6.1,- 6.7.

Table '-1 shows th,e.difference of QRS complex amplitude from the
normal value for differrnt persons.
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TABLE b;l--~--
Dir-PER-ENer: op (,IRs eGNPL.ex ANPi-/i"tJOr= FRoM NOfl.,flIAL VALUE
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"S
I

./

1 11 ill 0.. Vp.., o.VL 0-Vr- ~ V2. V?, ~ V5 vb
PERSON
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DISCUSSION ON THE EFFECI' OF BLOOD FLOW CONSTRAINT (ON RIGH'1' ARM )
ON QRS CmTPLEX Al'TPLITUDE:

Standard deviation is calculated for the deviation of QRS complex
amplitude from its normal value in 12 standards leads. The standa
rds deviation is highest in lead V5 and is 1.581 and'the lowest
value is for lead III. Examination of standard deviation so
calculated shows that the deviation is greater for leads near
the chest e.g. V5, V2, and V1 respectively.

I,,
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HEART BEATS l-lEASURZ':'ENT .

The rate of heart beat is calculated from the recorded
electrocardiograms. The time interval between two successive
beats is the reciprocal of the heart ra.te.The time interval
is calculated between two successive peaks of the QRS complex.

The heart beats calculated for different persons is
shown in Figs.(6.8 - 6.14).

Table 6.2 shows the difference of heart beats from its
normal value for different persons. This deviation of heart
beats are calculated for 12 different leads.
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Discussion on the effect of blood flow constraint (in right
arm) on heart beats.

standard deviation is calculated fro the deviation of heart
heart beats froID its normal value. Standard deviation calculated

is seen to be highest in lead V 3 qhere the value. is (Sn = .11.05).
In lead V5 the value of the standard deviation is seen to be
9.21. Here it is seen that the variation of heart beats is of
high value in the Chest leads. The v3.riation of heart beat is
high in comparison with QRS complex amplitude variation.

" ,



QT interval Measurement

QT interval corresponds to the time of begining
of the Q-wave to the end of the T wave. This is the
total time required for ventrieular depolarization and
repolarization. It is measured is seconds.

QT interval calculated for different persons is
shown in Fig(6.15

Table 6.3 shows the difference of QT interval from
the normal value for different persons.
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DISCUSSION ON THE EFFECT OF BLOOD FLOW CONSTRAINT ON OT INTERVAL

Standard deviation is calculated for the deviation of
QT interval from the normal value. From the table it is seen
that the deviation of QT inter~al from its normal ,Talue is
zero in lead V6 for all persons. In other leads the varigtbn
is small in comparison with the variation of QRS complex
amplitude and hea t beats. Here lead V, shows the highest
value of the standard deviation (SD = 0.209).



From the discussion Df the experimental results it is
seen that the change in values of QES complex amplitude, hea-
rt beat and QT duration at constraint flow of blood in the
right arm from their normal is well reflected in precordial
leads than any other leads used for recording ,of ECG.

Comments and Suggestion:
iIf the wave shapes of the electrocardiogram for the above
Isaid conditions arF examined, it is seen that in some cases the
,

line traced on the:elect,rocardigram recorded with blood flow
constraint is not lassm10th as .Of\. the, electrocardiogram. in nor-
mal case for a person recorded in the same lead. The reason

I !
for this somewhat wavy line in electrocardiogram for restricted

I

blood flow in arm may be due to some difficulty (excess load 7)
in the pumping function of the heart. A reliable conclusion
about the pumping load on the heart can be made with precision
if the number of persons examined is increased. Similar is the
case with QES complex amplitude heart beats and QT interval be-
cause reliability of such comment lies on the volume of data

,

obtained for different ~ersons is different pathologic conditi-
Ion. Further detailed wtrk on this aspect may produce useful

information regarding dbsirable pumping effectiveness of the
!

heart.

--.------- ---~--=--=::::::....-:;:;;- =\'
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Chapter 7
( 7.1)
Discussion:

Discussion and Recommendation

A goal of electrocardiography is the solution of what
has become known as the inverse problem i.ethe determination
of the electrical activity of the myocardium from potential
measurement on the body surface. UnforLunately, theoretical
considerations indicates that this inverse problem can not be
solved uniquelY. However, solution of the forward problem
can provide information about the inverse problem. The forward
problem is defined as the situation in which the electrical ac-
tivity of the myocardium as well as shape of the other charact-
eristics of the body are known and it is desired to calculate
the potentials at the body surface. Because of the complex na-
tures of both electrical activity of the myocardium and the
actual.human body shape, various simplified models representing
these quantities are employed in the study of forward and inver-
se problem.

Even if it were possible to ascertain the electrical cond-
ition of each myocardial cell from the surface potential measur-
ements, the amount of data would be over whelming and, for clin-
nical puxpose, certainly, be unwieldy. So, a finite number of
parameters, that represents the electrical condition of heart
is required. A first step in this regard is that the net dipole

activity at finite number of regions which subdivide the heart
may be specified. But this dipole representation is crude and
has great number of short comings.

~~---.-----
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An electrocardiographic model can be formulated which
assumes the primary sources to be located in an inhomogeneo~
medium, or the combined primary and secondary sources in a
homogeneous medi~ID. It is feasible in forward problem. How-
ever, in the inverse problem, as it is based on external me-
asurements, i:Lwill be difficult to distinguish the two. In

iparticular, this seems true when considering the effect of
intracardiac blood, which depends I critically on geometry that

I

can only be guessed at. Because 6f this difficulty, the equ-
ivalent cardiac generator is normlllY defined with respect to
a homogeneous volume conductor. I I

I I
I

. IMeasurements of the surface~potential do not contain su-
I
Ifficient information to permit a determination of the distrib-

uted electrical sources in the heart. When the myocardial so-
urce is describahle as a uniform double layer, it is difficult
to determine its shape from potential measurements over the su-
rface. Because the potential field produced by the double layer
depends only on the solid angle subtended by the field point,
thus measurements can determine only th~ solid angle and not the
shape. That means surface measurementslrecord integrated effec-
ts produced by the source and that therr are basic difficulties
in resolving the summation into its components.

It 1S seen that the intensity of field falls off with the
distance from the source. It provides a limitation in the
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•determination of nature of two sources. Because of in-evita-
ble noise, signals that might be of importance in resolving
two different distribution could lie below the noise level.
Thus two sources may look alike from practical stand point,
given the ambiguity in meausrement. Multipole theory gives
some insight into this question because it shows that higher
order source components involve higher inverse powers of r
and hence will, in general, have decreasing contributions to
the total surface potential. As the order of multipole incre-
ases, the difficulty in detecting its contribution, in gener-
aI, also increases. So there is also limitations on theLEqu_
ivalent cardiac Generators'represented by multipole expansi-
ons. But the experiments, conducted by Plonsey " ,Heppner and
others, show that the inclusion of quadrupole and octopole com-
ponent as an addition to dipole model provides a close resembled
ECG record with actual ECG of beating heart.

'rhe"multiple dipole distribution" as a heart model is a
useful choice among5C the category. Such model permits direct.
physiological interpretationsje.g. j the absence of excitation
of a dipole could be interpreted as an infraction in that region.
It is hoped that the lack of uniqueness can be reduced or elimi~
nated by adding knoWn physiological constraints. Untill these
questions of uniqueness are resolved, a conservative approach
is to choose an equivalent heart model that is uniquely defined
by surface potentials as a fundamental property. Such a model is
the spherical,harmonic multipole model.

---~--_.=====--~
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In addition to the fixed-dipole, multipole and multiple
'dipole cardiac representations, other formulations have been
proposed(8). One is the moving dipole; in this model, the dipo-
Ie location is permitted to shift so that some reflection of the
activation region may occur. The criterion for origin location
would be to achieve the best fit to the measured data. This
model has the disadvantage related to the uniqueness problem,
namely that no unique physical interpretation of the si'gnifican-

,
ce of the shifting origin can be given theoretically. On the

I
iother hand, one could view this model as increasing the ~eart

vector from three to six dimensions, there by providing ladditi-
onal possibilities in the specification of heart conditi~n. i

I '

I
I
I

From the above discussion it is seen that the theoretical
,

analysis of electrical activity of the heart does not pray a
,

dominant role in advancing clinical EGG because the value of
clinical EGG not only depends on EGG data but also on their

1 t" "th th 1" d"'" (10) mh ," fcore a ~on w~ pa 0 og~c con ~c~ons • f e recorQ~ngs 0

the magnetic field created by cardiac current known as Magneto-

dition of heart but this depends upo~",
ivity of the instrument used to record

cardiogram are nowadays
atories to supplement the

investigated in a number of labor-
additional information about the con-

I
I,

the accuracy and sensit-
MGG.

So far as measurement is concerned, MGG is subjected to
less limitations than EGG as; MGG measurement is more localized
(above the region of chest) ; MGG is independent of the bounda-
ry between human body and sensor electrode; and there is no
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problem of contact impedance in MeG. There is a good
potentiality of its use for clinical diagonosis.

(7.2.)
Recommendation:

The aim of the research work related with the ma-
,

thematital development of electrocardiography is to know
the contition of heart during activation. The determin-
ation of the cOllQition of conductive system of heart as

I
well asl hS8_r'tl :[;'luBele cell l'J.epends nQt only on the pot en-

I .
tial obtained, from the body surface but also on patholo-
o dl'to: mh 0 f' 0 t' L',glc.con.l lone CL.ere lS a scope Qr lnves 19aGlon on

,

ithe effect of external electric field on heart's electr-
r

!
ical activity and heart muscle itself. The effect of
external electric field, on. the .propagation of action po-
tentialin the cardiac muscle and their response to such
external field may be investigated. Mathematical invest-
igation so far aVA.ilB.ble c.onsidered cardiac .source as
dipole and multipole. In actual, cardiac potential sour-
ce is distribhted all throughout. So a continuous distr-

i
ibution of potential source within heart with certain
time lag will give much more accurate mathematical mode-
lling.

,
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